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FOR SALE & TO LET.

JOHN T. OILMAN. Editor.

Friday Morning, September 25, 18G3.
The Sabine Fate

of the New York Hercommunicates the following particulars

The
ald

Expedition.

correspondent

conccruing this

unfortunate expedition:
“The aim of the expedition was the occupation of Sabine city, situated on the right bank
at the mouth of the Sabine river, tlie dividing
line of Louisiana and Texas, a point of great
strategic importance as a base of operations
agaiusl either Western Louisiana uttd Central
Texas. The city is ouly forly to forty-live
miles from Galveston by land, and about sixty
miles by sea; from Houston, the capital of
Texas, it is distant about sixty miles, and is
connected with il by a branch railroad from
Beaumont This railroad is not iu operation
at present, u portion of the track having been
torn up. The distance from the mouth of the
Mississippi is two hundred aud eighty miles.
The strategic importance of the place can
thus be comprehended at a glance, aud its
occupation was doubtless intended as the drst
step in a campaign, the results of w hich promised to be of the most brilliant and lasting
character.
The guuboats Clifton, Arizona aud Sachem
were to engage Lite enemy's work, while the
Grauile City which carried only a broadside
of small brass guns, was to cover the landing
of an advance force ol live hundred men of
Gen' Weitzel’s division, selected from the heroes of Port Hudson, and composed of two
companies of the ltiolli New York aud a detachment front tlie 7.">th New York regiments,
under command ol Capt. Filch of the lastnamed regiment. Tlie General himself came
ou board at the last moment, to suiierinteiid
personally tlie operation of disembarking his

The enemy retained their prize; but their
loss is without precedent in the annals of the
war, and they will in the midst of their rejoicing, tremble at the thought of a repetition of
the attack. There were on board the Clifton,
beside her crew a party of seventy-live sharpshooters, and three of the signal corps, and
on the .Sachem a detachment of thirty sharpshooters. ,Of the crew of the Clifton, five
soldiers, one sailoi and one signal man escaped down the beach, and were taken off by a
boat from the fleet. The number of killed
and wounded must have been large, particularly on the Clifton, as she was not only exposed to a cross Arc, but was raked from stem
to stern by grape.
As to the killed and
wounded on the Sachem nothing is known;
but tbe loss is supposed to be light, and most
ly from the escaping steam, as but one shot
was known to have struck her.
The loss of
the enemy was undoubtedly enormous, as the
huge nine-inch shell apparently searched every nook and corner of the earthwork; and
when the Clifton was aground the same guns
poured in a murderous lire of grape, sweeping the parapet from end to end. Their loss,
^lowever, will probably never be known.
The guuboat Sachem, was an old propellor,
built in New York in 1840, rebuilt iu 1854,and
sold to the government early in the war.
The Clifton was a Staten Island ferryboat, and
was purchased by the Navy
Department early
in the rebellion. She rendered excellent service in the naval fight below New Orleans,
and afterwaad became noted for her exploits
on the coast of Texas.
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Thomas Block, to let.
COUNTING

to Let.
No. 90 Commercial St.
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EDUCATIONAL.

JAMES E.

FRENCH LANGUAGE.

Chamber in
of the
THE commodious
brick block,
ner

new
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directly facing

HOSIERY & GLOVES!
OPENING

HAY

THIS

SEPTEMBER

110 Doz. Fall

33d,
and Winter Hosiery,

Including
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1

New

the northerly cor
corner of Lime and
the market. Kent low.

Style*

lOO DOZ. GLOVES,

1Ha*
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Sept.

Drawers!
**

STOCKING SIGN.”

MIDDLE

STREET.

23

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No.27 ExchangeSt
Sept.16,1862.
Offico to Lot.
second floor, Middle Street.centrally situated
and easy of access. Apply at No. 72 Exchange
Street.
jyl7 tf

ON

To bo Lot.
in the second story, over Store 98
Middle street—Mitchell’s Building. Possession
given immediately. Inquire ot
A T. DOLE.
JanStf

CHAMBERS

ELEGANT STOCK

-FOR-

Gentlemens’ and Boy’s Garments,
And would invite tbo attention of all in want of

■jj;!

TO LET.

term of years, the vacant Lot of Land on
occuFore street, above India street,
B.
bv
K. Noble & Co., as a Lumber Yard.
pied
LEWIS PIERCE,
Apply to
64 Middle Street.
ap30 tf

FOR

-AT-

FL^IFl
Sept.

ANDERSON'S
Skirt and Corset
-and-

recently

dflw

MILLINERY.

11

To Let.
fllHE eligible and convenient Chambers over store
L No. 14 Market Square, now occupied by Mr.
Rufus Dunham, suitable for salesrooms or other
purposes. Possession given about July 1st. Also
one very desirable Chamber iu the third story of

Apply to
TfiOMAS

block.
je24 dtf

same

WM. HAMMOND.

or

wifi?)

For Kale.
A FARM iu (-ape Elizabeth.about
41 miles trom Portland, containing
about 170 acres, with two dwellingMbuacs, barn and out-buildings.—
_Large proportion of fences stoucwall
A part or ttie whole will be sold. Inquire of
CLEMENT JORDAN, on the premises, near South
Congregational meeting-house.
jy21 d2aw w4m*

No. 27 Summer street, near the Shovel FacJ tory.
Lot 40x100 feet, with good tenement
houses, and abundance* of good water
Kents to
good tenants for over $800. For sale low. Terms
liberal, inquire o'
JOHN C. PROCTOR, Lime Street.
sept22 dlw

IOT

House and Land For Sale.
House No. 179, corner of Cumberland and
Elm Street*. Lot about 60 by 100 foet. House
may be examined at any time. For particulars
cat! at 100 Middle Street, (Up Stairs) on N. L.
Woodbury, or (j. W. Woodbury, or
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
Lime Street.
2w
sept 1(5

feilli

_or....

STRAW GOODS,

Depot

day

MILL

aud

MILL
Engine. 14 horse power;
12 foot

one

Board Machine. Shingle Machine, CuttingSaws, Ac.,—all or in part, will be sold at a barJ. C. MERRILL.
gain.
dim*
Durham, Sept. 12, 1803.

off

For Ksile.

317 CONGRESS STREET
(UNDER MECHANICS’ HALL.)
George Anderson take, tide opportunity ot
returning thank, to the ladle, or Ron land and viciuily for the liberal patronage bestowed upou him
during tho past two years, and lufends in lii. new
Uoup Skirt and Corset Depot to merit a continuance
of their favor, by keeping, a. heretofore, the best
assortment of Hoop Skirts aod Corsets iu Vert land,
and selling them at the smallest advance- on the cost
of manufacture.

AX EXTIRE XEW STOC K
—AT—

and a half story House,
nearly w,
Incited on Hill street. 7 well fintsbed rooms, a good well of water; a wood
she I attached. Th lot containing 29'>4 feet
Ot land. For particulars enquire of the subscriber,
or ALLEN HAINES, Esq., of Portland.
2SA1AH VICKERY.
sepl2 dtf
A

n

one

PS? }>le*®*otly
fftiill

A (acntefl

Bosn-fliiiM House

The

to Let.

Boarding House

on the corner of
and Willow streets to let. Possession given tin* first of October. There aro
or twenty first-class boarders in
i
1 the house who would like to remain with a
good landlord. The present landlord is about changing hi« business, and will sell a portion of his fundture at reduced prices. Inquire of J. B. GOODWIN,
oh the premises, or
.JOHN C. PROCTOR,
Lime Street.
sept22 dlw

[Middle

|eighteen

Ilnal Estate Tor Sale

or

to Kent.

The Farm formerly owned

AnderHon'N

NEW HOOP SKIRT DEPOT!
Assortment of Latest Styles in

HOOP SKIRTS
-AT-

Hood Skirt Depot!

A Fresh Assortment of

O

O

IR

S

E

S

T

--AT-

ANDERSON’S
New

Hoop

Skirt

COMBINATION

Depot

CORSETS,

Hoop

Desirable Keal Estate Tor Sale.
undivided half of the

Brick
DWELLING HOUSE. WITH LOT NO. 32
GREEN STREET, above Cumberland.) The lot is
about 86 x 100 feet.
The house contains ten finished
rooms, well arranged for two families, trout and hack
stairs, unfinished attic, good cellar and well supplied
with excellent water.
Arrangements can be made for purchasing the
whole property if desired.
C. M. HAWKES,
Apply to
Residence No 23 El in street, or at John Lynch A Co.,
139 ( otnmercial street.

ONE

Depot!

3# SPRING KID FINISH TAPE SKIRTS AT

For Sale.
good two-storyJ*ou*e. barn, and c ar*
rlage-house. with lot 68 k 88 feet, in Back
Cove Village, near Tukey’s Bridge, about
mile from Portland post oflice—a pleasant situ-

a

one

A

one bouse lot on Monument street, in Portland, on which is an unfinished house; aud one lot,
about one hundred foet square, ou Atlantic street;
will be sold entire, or in two lots. Terms easy.
J. HACKER.
Apply to
Icll dcodA wtfT>2

Country Ki‘*>iil<‘nco

$113

owned by the lato
situated
hundred rods of the
at
Paris, Oxford
County Buildings
County, Me., is ottered for sale at a
The FARM

DEPOT!

Assortment of

Hosiery, Qloves

and

Fancy

VERY CHEAP,

Qoods

at

ANDERSON’S
NEW HOOP SKIRT DEPOT !

Hoop Skirts and Corsets
Made to order at the shortest notice at

ANDERSON’S
NEW

HOOP

within

Depot!

at

NEW HOOP SKIRT

A Choice

tor Sale.

Hon. R. K. Goode now,

LADIES CAN SAVE MONEY

ANDERSON'S

btorikd

je5dtf

-AT-

Anderson’s New Hoop Skirt

by purchasing

two

ation.
Also

-AT-

Skirt

by John

Mountfort, Mug in South Gray,
containing 100 acres, 60 of it improved, the remainder wood and timber,
well fenced with stone wall
Good
buildings and enough of them. Two hundred apple
tree* in good condition. For particulars enquire of
ELIAS MOl'N I'FORT, on the premises.
Also, the Brick Building in Portland, situated on
Fore and Chatham streets.
augl2 tfdA w8

!

AT 81.00 PER PAIR,

Anderson's New

SKIRT DEPOT!

Ladies who have found any
difficulty in obtaining
either Corsets or Skirts to suit them, can now have
them made to order r.t short notice
by experienced
Hoop Skirt and Corset Makers, and can save the
time, trouble and expense they have hitherto had in
obtaining these articles in Boston or New York.

one

great bargain.
The Faun contains 110 acres ot land, of excellent
quality, which produces at present about 30 tons of
hay, and the amount may be largely increased.—
Fruit, wood ami water ate abundant The dwelling
house and out-buildings are commodious and in good
repair, i n< location m pleagaot and healthy. ottering a desirable country residence.
For particulars inquiry may be made on the premises ot Dr. W. A. RUST, South Paris, or WILLIAM
GOODENOW, Esq., Portland.
jySeodtf

For Sale.
MILL PROPERTY in Manistee county, Michigan, with first rate water power, 10 foot
fall, with 3S10 acres of good pine timber contiguous
to the mill, upon and adjacent to Portage Lake. This
lake is four miles long, with an average breadth ol
one and one-half miles, and never failing in its water. and forms the mill poud. at the outlet of which
is the mill. The mill is in perfect repair and
nearly
new, and capable of cutting from live to six mil-

SPLENDID

lions of lumber

annually.

There is

a

railroad track

875 feet long from the mill to Lake Michigan. A
large boarding house 26 by 56 feat, a store and dwelling house 22 by 45 feet, a good cottage dwelliug,
workshop, blacksmith shop and large barn. All the
buildiugs and improvements in perfect order. This
property beiongs to gentlemen who have retired
from business and will sell the same at a low price
and on liberal terms. It presents an opportunity to
any practical man to improve his couaitiou financially, in a very rapid way. Applv to JAME.S &
SPRINGER, Real Estate Agents, No. 13 Metropolitan Block, Chicago,111.; or WM. COFFIN, Batavia,
111.

ung‘J',» 2aws\v

Freedom Notice.
certifies that I, in and for a legal consideration. have this day given my sou Stewart R.
Hall, a minor, his time during his minority. I shali
therefore claim none of his earnings or pay no debts

THIS

NEW HOOP SKIRT & CORSET
DEPOT AND

STREET,

(UNDER MECHANICS’ HALL.)
seplT
For Baltimore.
NEW AND

VAST SAILING Brig Dudley,
THE
Carter, master, will have immediate dispatch.
For FREIGHT
PASSAGE
to the
board, West
Sept. 28 dtf

of his contracting after this date.
Witucss J. G. < aunell.

MARGARET E. ANDREWS.
Naples, 8ept. 14,1863.
sept22 d2w*

MANUFACTORY,

317 CONCiRESS

on

Very

or
master
apply
side of Long Wharf, or to
D. T. CHASE.

IT S. 5-20 BONDS,

PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST (at 6 per
cent, per annum, semi-annually,) payable
in GOLD.
1 n denominations of 950, 9100, 8600, aud 81000, for
sale

by

T. R. JONES,
No. 65 Exchange Street,(upstairs.)

IF1 These Bonds are the cheapest Government security in the markef, and pay the largest interest on
the cost.
my 15 istf

...

Lowest Prices

Library

of hi* entire Interest in his
Office to Dr. S.U FERNALD. would cheerfully
reccommend him to his former patient* and the public. Dr. Pernald, from long experience, is prepared to insert Artificial Teeth on the “Vulcanite Base,”
and ail other method* known to the profession.
tf
Portland, May 25,1663.

THE

d2w

KAAD,

1U3

MIDDLE

at

Law,

STREET,

rOKTLAKD.
JOHN RAND.

KDWARD St. RAND.

Sept. 1, I8fi3.

sep23 d6m

Portland Riding

Academy.

to
respectfully
his former patrons and ihe public generally, that
THE
his New
far
he has
to
sub*cril>er would

HAVING

_JOHN CROCKETT &C0,
-DKALEBS IM-r

New aud Second Hand Furniture,

Stable,

him to open his

12S

mayll

RIDING

name

ROOMS,

by

Wednesday, September 16,
For the Fall and Winter Campaign.
Judging by, and thaufcful for the former the liberal patronage to the institution—that the exercise ia
somewhat appreciated—we hope after the tacation,
every one will avail themselves of this health-giving
and invigorating accomplishment.
N. B. ftpeci tl attention ia called to my new Stable,
for the accommodation of boarders, liuiahed with
Eddy’a patent Crib and S all.
|^*Ownera of all saddle taoraea, boarding at thin
establishment, will have the privilege of riding them
iu the School free from charge.

J. W. ROBINSON, Prop’r.
dim
Portland, Sept. 14,1803.

COAL

&

WOOD,

CHEAP FOR CASH,
delivered to ant fart oe THEenv
SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZEL TON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN’S.
THE GENUINE LORRKR T
Pore and Free Burning.

CUMBERLAND

COAL

FOR SMITHS' USE.
Coala are strictly of the beat
warranted to give satisfaction.

THESE

name

:

The

nership,

under the

name

tor the transaction of

fpilE
A

EXCHANGE STREET.
N. W NOYES.

Portland, July 1. 1863.

j>3dtf

and.

have formed
and style of

a

copartnership

HARRIS, ATWOOD Si CO.,
having purchased the stock of Woodbury

&

Harris, will coutiuue the

The public are requested to call, an we are deter
mined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.
Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Wh'J

SAWYER & WHITNEY.
mchKI'SSdly

SCHOOL BOOKS!
used either in City or Country
may be found at the lowest prices, at

THAT

are

Schools,

PACKARD’S,

II.

large and

varied stock of

Sabbath School Library and Question Books,
always

on

Also

hand.

a

splendid assortment

ae*»7 rttf

of every

at No. ^ComW. W. HARRIS,
A. A. ATWOOD.
sept4 dtf

September 1, 1863.

Copartnership.
undersigned have this day formed
nership under the name of

fpHE
A

a

copart

SOUTHARD A WOODBURY,
for the transaction of a FLOUR AND COMMISSION BUSINESS, at store No. 78 Commercial street.
W. L. SOUTHARD,
N. P. WOODBURY.
Portland. Sept. 1. 1863.
st*pt4 dtf

—

AT

Has

CENTRAL

subscribers, being desirous of making a
change in their business, offer for sale their
Stock ana Stand situated in North Yarmouth. The
stock consists of DR Y GOODS, GROCERIES, Ac.,
and is one of the best locations for trade iu the country. The store is nearly new, with dwelling house
attached.

THE

To accommodate

our

citizens.

Of every description, and Lobsters, to be had at this
establishment.
Orders will be answered and delivery made to those
who may desire. Opeu until 8 o’clock 1*. M.

je*241(

FALL

FASHIONSl

T. PL. JONES
and

Batiking

No. 65

Exchange Office,

Exchange Street,
Up Stairs.

FROST

A

FRYE,

Middle

151
Has

GENTLEMENS DRESS HATS,
Together with

Portland,

FROST.

eodtf

se

Salt

AFLOAT.
3wi«

rKAPAKI' °»rKO .Dip c. s.
DANA A CO.

of the

and

Caps,

approved fashions.

on

hand

and

the latest patterns.

CARRIAGE
ever

ROBES

offered in this market.

by the Paris Couformateur.

Wanted Immediately.
ami tneu with large or small capital, to
engage in a business that will pay eight hun-

AGENTS,
dred
ceut.

profit on every dollar invested. Call
per
aud see for yourselves, at 229 Congress street.
dtf
G. W. MADOX.
augl7

aag36

ol Cumb«-rianel.

Taaasi-RBR'a Officr, Aagnst 26, 1863.
ot lost. of I rimina) Prosecutions.
allowed
the Supreme Judicial Court, at the
July Term, A II. 1863, made in conformity with
the requirements of an actofthr Legislature of Katae,
entitled "An Act relating to Finos snd Costs of Clininal Prosecutions," approved March 37th, 1868.

STATEMENT
by

gw

General Bill

Walter Corbett.

liquors

LOWEST PRICES FOR CASH,

claimed

CABINET MAKER
UPHOLSTERERj

No. 51 Union Street.
to do all kinds of CABINET JOBprompt and satisfactory manner.

NOTICE.
tf

Jacob H. Clements,

**
'*

u
••

"

••
•»

'*

—

’*

>•
•

•

8. J.C.

*•
*

"

’*

••
'•
'*

"
"

5 08

14.08

8.14
K97
8.62
84 26
18.49
7.66
7.56

36.75
Same.
Patrick Mclilinchy. 6.83
Annie A. Blanchard. 6.85
13 35
F L. Blanchard.
12 95
John Archibald,
8 89
Heonr Kimball.

LOUR. GRAIN. 8KKDS. PROVISIONS. LARD.
BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE

"
**

"
"

"

M

8. J.C.

C.
8. J. C.

Mon.

*'

"

Man. C.

"

"

Alea'rC Hartford. 8.3*

moipnllv

10.59

lieorge Cushing.

Particular attention riven to shipping by quickest
and cheapest routes. No. 152 SOUTH WATER ST.,

A.
Lewis et als
Soi. Tic

Chicago, Illinois.

10X6 8. J. L.

,796 71

Ubkkkknciw— Messrs. Maynard k Sous; II k W
Chickering; C. H. Cummings k Co.; S. t>. Bowdlear
k Co.; Charles A. Stone; Hallett, Davis A Co., of
Boston, Mass. Cashier Elliot Bauk, Boston. J.N.
Bacon. Esq., President Newton Bank, Newton. C.
B. Coffin; Warren Ellis k Sous, New York City
Jy9 '63

rHUM As H. MEAD.
County Treasurer.
ang38 dlawAwSwla
Portlnnd. August 24.1863.

ATWOOD’S

dly__

QUININE

OF

TONIC
BITTERS.

AM BVIRV DISCRIPTIOA OF 1ACBIMRY,
Cock,. Valve*. Pipesand ConnectiOD*. Whole,
•ale or Ketail.

GAS

M

4.28

Mame.

J. W. SYKES,
Purchaser for Eantern Account

AND

'*

4 40

Charle* Smith,
Mame.
Lawrence llalceen,
James C Tripp and
Nanny Thurlow,
Alraon I.. Emery,

n^Kamfture Made. Repaired and Varnished at

STEAM

»•

12 46
Mame.
Charles Pettis.
47.39 Trial Justiee.
Tho*. Castletou alias

Book and Show Cases made to order.

Steam

••
'•

4.28
applt.
15.31
Lane.
Eugene C.Megguire, 17.44 Mua. C.
John Jeflbrds ct als, 19.81
18 26
8. J. C.
Mary Curran.
lien M Coburn et als. 13.13
Mime.
7.88
Thomas Welsh,
28 92 Maa. C.
Chas.M. Uiggins et als,15.98
James Ragan alias
John J. smith,
13.74
823
Same.
18 29
Loving Josslvn,

F. M. CARSLEY,

471.

H

M

Arthur

distf

Portland, May 29.1963.

•*

by

John B. Hughes,
Amos Tort,
Paul L. Cloudman,

OFFICE NO. 49 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RANDALL & McALLISTER.

SHORT

*•

&.08
Mary Fountain.
Armindn Finnimore, 8.48
Isaac Mtevens,
4.40

with

*•

4.38

Mame.

are

••

*•

4.40
app't,
Edward Jederd*.
4 28
Joseph W Lamb, 17 28
LysauderP.Townsend.4 28
4.28
Mame.

-ALSO, FOR SALE-

us

»*

’*

Jas.Bradley,Jr..app't.4.40 Man C.
Richard R. Ituddy,

war-

we

BJ.C.

’*

iatoxicaliag

J.F. Abbott.

DELIVERED TO AST PART OF THE CITY,
AT SHORT NOTICE.

The Public are invited to give us a call, aa
bound to give satisfaction to all who favor
their custom.

8. J.C.

Woodbury,

Certain

and

*119.60

Alexander Fom,
4.40
Bnhd tnkdi C Rice,
4 40
Mial Davis et ala,
4.28
Francis Murphy,
4 40
4.68
Miff hit I Nnttinff.
Richard R. Robinson. 4.88
Litiuors claimed by R.
K. Robinson.
4 88
Samuel M. Ilavden, 4.28
John D.
4.28
Mame.
4.28
John Conley.
4 28
John o Ra'ffan.
4.69
Elias M.Eastman and
Elia. Eastman.
4.28
Mame,
t tt
Albion G. Lewis,
4JR
F.ben Pendextor,
4 40
4.40
lieorge llall,
James Nowland.
4.40
James Jones et ala,
4.40
Frederic M. Libby,
4.40

W ood !

If

S

v*.

Wig .Halter,

ji

4®

◄

No. 13 Market 8quare, Portland, (up stairs.)
CP"Separate room for Ladies’ and Children's Hair
Cutting
A good stock of Wigs. Half-Wigs, Bands. Braid#,
Curls, Frizetta, Pads, Rolls. Crimping Boards, fee.,
Be., constantly ou hand.
jc22'63 dly

quality,

>1

si
Prosecution*.

8t*t«

Our Coal is of the very BEST
ranted to give satisfhetion.

“w

u.

by RMERV A WATERHOUSE

Hair Cutter and

FITTING,

Done in the beat manner.
Work* 6 Union St., and 233 & 235 Fora St.
JnI4dtf
PORTLAND. ME.

The Beat Tonic ever made

FOR FEVERS, DYSPEPSIA, it.
II is highly recommended hy the
entire medical

THE BEST!

Faculty.

Reopened.
Photograph Cialleriea. No. 80 Middle *treet,
THE
Portland, having been thoroughly refitted and
supplied with all the latest Improvements, are now
open tor the accommodation of the public.
The proprietor 1, prepared to aupplv hi* former
customer* aud all who may give him a call, with pietures of every de»criptlon, executed in the be't manner and at reasonable price*,
air Particular attention given to copying.
A. 8. DAVI8, Proprietor.
Portland, July 30,1S83

Nothing

ventured

dtf_

TUI BUT REltntT BOB

UXGl'OR AND DEBILITY.
LOSS or A PPBT1TE*

RETAILED RT ALL DRUGGISTS.
Whole ante.No. IS Central S«.. BOSTON

nothing gained.

having small capital to invest in
THOSE
^paving business call at 229 Cougres* street.

a

a

saft

C. X. ATWOOD.
Jjr*4

eodSm

j

PERRY, No. 151 Middle Street,
septll dtf

Flag.

County

JOHN F. SHERR Y~

large assortment of

constantly receiving, a great
variety ot
FRENCH SOFT HATS

Also

N. 11. Hats fitted

*5 , GOO {!UU®j

suite—sign

tl

r. o. Box

see Posters.
FRANK L. JOSES,

particulars

Recruiting Oflleer.
WOFFICF, NO. 1 FOX BLOCK, 1M Mght. am

ADDIROVFRTE.

February 4.1863.

Conr

a

Hats

Cloth

No. lOO CommeroialStreet.

AMARIAH

Street,

received the latest New York Styes of

Just opened the best assortment of

Flour, Meal, Grain and Feed,

Will be paid to those enlisting from Portland. Ta
enlisting elsewhere In the Mule a Bounty mi
•BOS in addition to tho Bounties the towns may
odbr.
For farther

—

,

those

a

BY

m

Flag,

Ponton.

a

rcosenuen,

A BOUNTY OF MM

Forsale.in every variety,as
Huy* Coal and Railroad Scale»l
BUTCHERS’. GROCERS’. DRUGGISTS*, CON
VECTIONERS’ and GOLD

prepared
in
ISBING

is

fiitavu

upon his old "companions in arms",
and others of the late existing Maine Kegimenta, ta
him
in
join
again meeting tho enemy of the old

These celebrated Scale* are still made by the original inventors, (and only by then,) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.
They are correct in principle, thoroughly made,
of the best materials, and are perfectly accurate and
durable in operation.

AND

<n

earnestly calls

SCALES.

PERRY,

of

-DKA I.KK8 IK-

LATE

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

of the most

OF ALL KINDS.
BOUGHT AND SOLD.
my!6istf

beta
duly
Company for the
Veteran Regiment to be eommaadDd by
«

Standard

MANUFACTURER

—

Stoclts tia Bonds

Capt. FBANK L. JONES,
of the 26th Maine Regiment,
haring
authorized to reemit a
vvi.

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

-A LAO.'-

They offer one other store and stable near by, with
about four acres of land. A good chance lor a Boot
and .Shoe Manufactory.
For further particulars inquire of CHARLES MCLAUGHLIN' & CO., Thomas Block, Commercial
street. Portland, Me., or of the subscribers, on the
1- 8. STAN WOOD A CO.
premises.
North Yarmouth. Mar 21st, 1863.
je4 tfd&wol

WEYMOTJTHj

FAIRBANKS’

aug20

T H K

Veteran Soldiers of Maine!

OF

MARKET

FRESH. SALT AND SMOKED FISH.

STOCK AND STAND FOR SALE.

z>.

opened this

FISH

T O

Ur Stairr.

NO- 87 COMMERCIAL STREET,
Portland, Me.
.r

HOPKINS

rr.

variety and price.

Grand Chancejor Investment!

w.

mTcrince,

i-Evi

GOULD, 74 Middle St.,

norJTdtf__

—

No. 1IO Feilerril Street.

of

Albums \

Photograph

occupied by them

FULTON FISH MARKET!

NO. 81 EXCHANGE STREET.
A

Groce* y and Commission Business,

at store recently
mercial street.

A Bounty at $402

All Kind* of Hard and Soft Wood.

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned
the
T1HEunder

FESSENDEN,

-AT THE-

1. L. HOWARD.

quality,an

Hard and Soli Wood.

MOSES

lor the transaction of the

AT SO. 35

va.

for* the*

RtCrnHilC (¥|aaa
IT-OFFICE NO. 1 FOX BLOCK, Ist Oiahl su
stairs—sign of the Flag.
augtl*

Coa 1 and

Butrinesti,

having
omnanv
J

<

a

JO HOUSES. »t price, from *1000to *8000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, ml price,from *J00to *3000.
J,000,(100 feet of EL ATS.
1,000.000 feet of LAND.
J STORE LOTS on Commercial Street.

oc26

NOYES. HOWARD A CO.,

Regiment

GREAT CHANCE FOB BARGAINS BEFORE TIB BISBI

Boldin Portland

copart-

a

PEISCE,

26th Maine

Will be paid to those enlisting from Portland TV
those enlisting elsewhere in the Stats a Bounty M
$002 in addition to the bounties the towns may odkr
For further partioniar. cos posters

Copart-

style of

Stove ami Furnace

Estate,

Barmy!

now calls
upon all soldiers who have seen service lu
defending the nationnl banner from lie vtie hordau
or Traitors who have assailed it, to antta with Urn la
striking the final blow that shall at ouoa bring
* an
honorable peace to onr beloved country.

UBttiLKdTHKicT—corner or BaiterymarchStreat

Notice.

and

name

hand.

FAIRBANKS A BROWN,

septlBdtf

undersigned have this day formed
the

on

INVESTMENTS !

—

CO.,

lianafe.

commanded by
Regiment
COL. FRANCIS

complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS,

ELIJAH VARNEY.

nership under

Lieut. LEVI X.

a

Portland, gtyt 1. 1SG3.

name

Alao, for dale, beat quality of Nova Scotia and other

R.ea.1

With

at the old stand of V. C. Hanson. 146 Middle Street,
and we trust, by close application, to merit a share
of the public patronage.

Copartnership

Middle Street.

....

mchl8tf

Boot, Shoe and Leather Business,
V. C. HANSON.

and 56

Needles and Trimmings always

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.

a

tEf

war

K*>mornl;
°fri**r''
Capt whitman. Turner■Capt. Randall!*?rooCrt;
all Capt I-rjnce.fortlandK aptTonm ^^J:

to

in liouida-

of

V. C. HANSON A
:

Nos. 54

11AIthIS.
sept4 dtf

undersigned have this day formed

experienceiUll'

B,
eeired authority
raise
LATE
to be
Veteran

SCALES!

Copartnership Notice*

their ...iri.nl...
unon *"*
******

and Discharged .Soldiers to enlist
Term ot enlistment, 8 yean or the

of Co.

WOODBURY,

Portland, Sept. 1,1863

Bounty

ov.ru msnt

be paid

to

Their interest

Mo Favor to the

under th.»
is this day

accounts of the
stand, lor adjustment,

late firm will remain at the old
and either party will use the firm
lion.
X. 1*.
W. W

Now is the time.
and their valunble

STRIKE THE LAST BLOW!

Flour, Provisions nnd Grass Seed,

Copartnership.

heretofore

existing
of WOODBURY k HAKIMS
THE copartnership
dissolved
mutual consent. The

Till September 16. wheu the

dtf

WOODIWAN, TRITE A CO.,
AGENTS,

Regular Course

Dissolution of

euable

as

*

VETERAN VOLUNTEERS!

—AMD-

FURNISHING GOODS.
dr 130
Exchange Street*

on

aunouuce

completed

so

those EuUaliug I rota Port
load!

above Bounties'will
te ps.dtothoweolMaa
*
In Col. f t esseudeu
THE
Regiment of

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

of study embraces the higher
English branches and the Latin and French
Languages and Literatures. Instruction given in
othe languages when desired, and in case of decided
preference, German may take the place of the Latin
of the Course.
In the Preparatory Department Misses are fitted
tor the Regular Course.
The rooms occupied are spacious and elegant and
furnished with every convenience for exercise aud
recreation.
A Native French teacher will be employed and
other masters as the school may require.
Pencoliug is one of the common exercises of the
school, but Crayoning, Painting, &c are optional.—
Pupils from out of town can be tarnished with pleasant boarding places upon application to the Principals. and win lie subject to their special care.
Term* for session of twenty week*—Primary
Classes 88.00; Intermediate (Masses 812.00; Advanced
Classes, 815.00. To be paid at the middle of the
session.
For circulars with particulars, apply to the Mi**#?*
SYMOND8, Principals, 18 Brown street, or to Mr.
II. PACKARD, Exchange street.
Portland. Aug. 17. 1863.
6weod

JOHN E. PALMER.

Counsellors & Attornies

Room, Mechanics’ Hall.
of this School icill open
Monday, Sept. 21st.

The Fall Scanlon

144 M1MLE STREET.

J. A. E. HI.

SEMINARY^

YOUNG LADIES’

.

AT WHOLESALE ONLY!

Portland, Sept. 12, 1868.

disposed

SEWING MACHINES!

pupils, 86.00
children,.6.08
teachers,.8.00
References—Rev. H. Stebbins. Rev. G. Leon Walker, Rev. E. C. Bolles, Rev. Geo. Bosworth, Rev. Mr.
Shailer, Rev. J. W. Chiekering, Chas. A. Lord, Mr.
E. 11. Dwell, 8
Fitch. M. D., Bam as Sears, President of Brown University, etc., etc., etc
*ep21 dim*

FEATHERSj drC.j 8rC.

Machinery, consisting of one

Portable
I’urkhurst patent

Dr. 1. H. HE.4LD

Permanent Classes and Private Lessons in
French—Season 1863-4.

Terms—For classes of any number of

Froncii Flowors

Veteran*!

I. tn
Stale, ia adaitia. I. ttawi..,
the Baaaiia.
the Tawa.
may adTer.

tf

S I Ntt ER’S

Sive

THE NEW mill DESIRABLE STILES

For Kale.

amx

Anderson’ New

to offer all

prepared

....AT THE.

A handsome bay PUNY’, 9 years old,
weighs about 460 pounds—warranted
sound and kind in harness or saddle—has
■ ■■Mill*
no vice or tricks, aud sold tor no fault.—
Perfectly kind for children. Enquire of Kennebunk
Di-not Master,
IVORY LITTLEFIELD.
Kennebunk, July 22,1863.
jv23 dtf

B. B M O VED

A Fresh

Monday, Sept. 14th,

Khali be

*«02

Street.

Portland, May 25,1863.

BEGS

On and after

Midill

PROF. FERDINAND SUNT.
to give notice that his French Classes will
be resumed on Monday, Sept. 14th—IVo. 349
Congress Street. Persons prelerring a Parisian
Pronunciation, know that he is the oulv French
Teacher in Portland, native from t'aris. The Prof,
is requested to proclaim publicly this fact. Hit official papers prove it. Prof. F. 8. will continue to
Lectures, Readings, Soirees, etc., etc., which he
rst established himself iu Portland.
N. B —Pi of. F. S.was born in Paris, rue. de PArbre
sec: (Dry Tree Street.)
ilis birth lias been registred at the Mairie det Petit*• Peres ; (Mayor's Offlff
of the Little Fathers.)
His family resided then
Place de PHotel de Vilte, (City Hall Square.)

___

STEAM

MANUFACTORY
I* this

PRICES I

21

No. 175

to

Regiment.

Kevkrkm'br..Dr». Bacok and BitKRLin.

thorough

a

Tor Sale or to Let.
CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
rooms,large stable and sheds—situated two
and one-half miles from Portland, and tho
finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a watering place, aud summer boarders. For
G EO. OWEN.
particulars onquire of
31 Winter Street. Portland.
dtf
ap7

lw

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Goods

Clothing or Furnishing

Attention,

ttEXTIST,

city.

GOODS

OoL F. Fessenden’s

DR. S. C. FERNALD,

Lessons.

opportunity offered to them of learning that language from the only Frenchman now teachiug iu
the
By the by it must be rather puzzling to know who
is the genuine French teacher, wheu .Swiss teachers
come out as Parisian teachers, because
they have
spent their babyhood in Paris, as if it mattered
much whether a baby be born in Paris or Geneva.
Since the baby born in Paris was brought in a tender age into 8 witzerland. the home of his parents,
reared aud educated there. More likely he had not
mastered the Parisian
pronunciations when he left
France. Where did he acquire it? In what Colhe
did
and
lege
study
graduate? These arc the
queries a student ought to make if ho wishes to avoid
taking the brogue of the country in which such
teachers have been brought up and educated. A
Frenchman only can realize the difficulty
of eradicating an accent thus acquired.
The Professor thankfully acknowledges receptions
of sundry notes from his friends expressing their
warm and sympathetic approbations.
sep ddlm

-or-

'-'iHl

MILITARY.

CARD&_

A CARD.

A Card.
fTIHE Professor bogs to inform the students of the
A French language that the next academic year
will be his last in Portland. It will thus be the last

an

For Salt*.
THE Three Story Brick Dwelling House,
No. 196 Congress street, corner Quincy street.
finished
Said House contains fourteen
rooms; is warmed by furnace; plenty of hard and
soft water; an abundance of closet room. Enquire
of
JAMES E. FERNALD,
87 Middle Street,
ap23ti

ty-

Hoop

juBt opened

For Sale.

Ladies Under Vests and
“
Misses “

Han Urtsumed His

Enquire at office of

Who'esale and Retail.

AT THE "RED

TAILOR,

***

**

WHOLE NO. 390.
BUSINESS

PROFJR HENRI DUCOM

S7 MIDDLE STREET,

■

orals!

m

FER1VALD,

MERCHANT

To Tel
Milk

■*

SEPTEMBER 25, 1863.

MORNING,

to

Applv

N/J. MILLER.
Over 92 Commercial Street.

mch'Il dtf

FRIDAY

FOR KALE.

f rnniiA.

‘All ready’ was the signal, and about four
o'clock I*. M. the gunboats steamed slowly forward, the Chiton advancing directly toward
the lort, followed by the Granite City, aud she
in turn by tbe transport General Banks, having on board the advance of the urtny. The
Sachem aud Arizona steamed off to the right,
aud ran up nearly opposite tile battery. The
Clifton opened the ball with a shell from oue
of her uiiie-inch Divot guns, which exploded
inside the rebel works, throwing up a perlect
shower of debris, and instantly followed it
wilt a second shot of the same kind. Soon
the little Sachem, commanded by Capt. Johnson, opened her broadside thirty-two pounder
guns on the work, and the next moment the
Arizona also paid tier compliments to the foe.|
The gunnery was magnificent, a few of the
shells only exploding prematurely and the
pieces dropping iu the water. Up to this time
and until Irom thirty to forty shell had exploded in the works, not a shell had been returned by the enemy. An ominous silence pervaded the fort, and many were of opinion that
the works bad been abandoned.
Theacliouof the enemy,however, was the
deceptive calm which often precedes the storm
and the sudden flash of flame which was
plainly visible from the deck of the Gen. Banks
with the naked eye, and the cloud of white
smoke which floated lazily up from the parapet of the euemv, were instantly followed by
a heavy shot thrown at the Arizona, the largest boat of the fleet, which passed directly
over her, striking iu the edge of the water beyoud. This was followed iu quick succession
by a shot at the Sachem and another at the
Ciilton, neither of which, however, took
effect.
The engagement now became general and
very warm, the Clillon and Arizona moving
very slowly forward and back, while the brave
little .Sachem, under a heavy tire, kept pushing
steadily forward, endeavoring to pass the battery aud engage it in the rear, which was supposed to he unprotected. This movement the
euerny diviued, and redoubled their tire at
her, answered shot for shot by the three
boats, the huge shells every iustant bursting
iu their midst, carrying destruction in their
wake, aud knocking great boles in the parapet,
which appeared of sufficient size to admit the
passage of a carriage aud horses.
The enemy acted with great bravery, however, and if their lire slackened an instant after
one of those terrllflc explosions, which seemed
to shake the very earth around them, it wus
instantly resumed with increased rather than
diminished
determination.
Gradually but
surely tbe little Sachem was gaining her desired posilioti. A moment more and she would
pass out of range, aud the day would be won.
All eyes were bent upon the noble little cralt,
when suddenly a shot was seen to strike her
amidships, crushing in her sides and tearing
their iron plating for the protection of sharpshooters as a piece of paper, and causing her
to careen and tremble from stem to stern.
An instant more and she was enveloped in
tile scalding vapor of escapiug steam, and lay
a helpless wreck at tbe mercy of the
enemy.
Tbe flag was lowered, and tbe enemy, ceasing
their lire on her, now turned their entire attention to the Clifton, probably aware of the
fact that the draft of the Arizona would not
permit her to advance near enough to become
a very formidable antagonist.
The disabling
of the Sachem at the iustant when victory was
within her grasp was the second of those unfortunate accidents referred to, and was, of
course, of so serious a character as to imperil
the success of the, entire affair. The Clillon
was now the only effective boat engaged. She
to do double duty, and not
was called upon
for oue breath did her gallant commander and
brave crew hesitate, but witli three rousing
cheers, which were heard above the din of hattic, they poured in their fire, running in closer
and closer to the batteries, in face of the concentrated fire of the entire rebel fortifleatiou.
Putting on a full head of steam, the Clifton
ran swiftly down directly toward the
battery,
with the intention, doubtless, of delivering her
broadside, giving her sharpshooters au opportunity of picking oil'the enemy’s gunners, and
thus silencing the works.
At the same time the Granite City and the
General Banks gradually followed in her wake
for the purpose of reaching the point of debarkation as soon as the Clifton had effected
her object, although the heavy solid shot and
hissing shell which were intended for the
Clifton, but which passed her, came ricochetiug along on the water almost reaching them.
Just as the Clifton gained the poiut she aimed
at reaching, and as her bow was throw n round
slightly, in the act of turning, she struck, the
velocity witli which she was running driving
ber a long distauce into the thin mud of the
pass.
At the same time a hitherto undiscovered
battery to the left of the main work, and in
easy range opened upon her as she lay, her
broadside
offering a targetof which the enemy
every advantage. The gallant Crooker
still kept up a constant fire from both bow and
broadside guns, the
quick rifles, loaded with
double charges of
grape, being poured into
the mam work,
sweepiug t he parapet clean at
every discharge, and killing the enemy by
scores, white with his broadside guns he administered dose after dose of shell aud solid
shot to the battery on the left.
Lyin as lie
did, he would probably have succeeded in simaiu
the
work, thus enabling the
lencing
troops to laud, had it not been for the broadside work; for it was from that that his boat
was disabled.
Up to this time she had sustained no material damage. The shots which had struck her
bad been harmless to the ship, and but
veryfew of his crew were injured.
But fate
was against him and he was
obliged to succumb. A shot from the small battery struck
his boat about the center,
passing through her
side and
entirely through her boiler, leaving
her a stranded wreck at the
enemy’s mercy.
The flag was instantly lowered, but the
firing
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Yellow Corn.
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PRIME Yellow Corn, for sale
P. F. VARNUM.
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CARPENTERS

journeyman
YOUNGHud employment
evenings, from 7 to 10
at the office of the
o’clock,
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Attorneys and Counsellors at Law.

or

CAHOON MANUFACTURING CO.,
89 Federal Street.
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THE DAILY PRESS.

Friday Morning* September 2.r>*

KWS.

Che circulation

of the Daily i'rcss is larger
lban that of any other daily in the city.

TaaJts,—M.OO a year if paid tnithin three month*
fram the date Of *ub*cription, or $7.00 at Me end of
the year.

Our Late State Election.

battle is fought, a victory
won, and the smoke of tbe battle grounds lias
passed away ami left a clear atmosphere, to
survey the Held and see how the contending
armies manoeuvred and what the great causes
of defeat on the one side or victory on the
is well after

Just previous to the time of holding the
Democratic State Convention in this city, and
especially on that day and afterwards, the

copperheads were full of hope, and even sucmaking tbe Jameson wing ol the
party believe, or a large portion of them, that
if their forces could be united they should he
ceeded in

able to carry the state. This flattering unction
to their souls, stripped oil'their coats

they laid

turned up their sleeves, and rushed into the
contest with bright visious of the future. But
they were short-sighted politicians and unwise

philosophers. They
arc

such things

for

forget

seemed to
as

a

moral senti-

ments and lore of country, deeply imbedded
in the hearts of the people. They undervalued human nature, and went to work in the
election, just as if they believed the voters

of Maine cared more tor party than they did
for the country—more for the loaves and tlslies
of office than for the government and its insti-

They seemed to be entirely ignorant
of the strength of true loyalty, and did not
appreciate Lite force of moral sentiments. This
was tbe rock on which they made shipwreck
of their party. If they did not possess any
loyalty themselves, and their consciences were
•eared as with a hot iron, it does seem as if policy would have dictated a show of such virtues
at least. But the gods had made them mad,
and they rushed headlong to their own destruction. It is well lor the country that they
tutions.

did

The state convention alluded

so.

was composed
large numbers

to

above

of

£ood-lookiug men, and quite
of them were gray headed and
venerable in appearance. They were the old
war-horses of the party—the disciples and fol-

lowers ol' that old public functionary whose
is

despised by the loyal
American people than even John Tyler’s ever
was, il that were possible. But there was
neither wisdom nor policy in their gray
hairs,
and we fear none too much loyalty in their
name

now

more

hearts.

The truth is they commenced this

paign in a bungling, impolitic
thimbleful of

cam-

manner, and a

would have told

common sense

they must be most terribly beaten
%t tbe polls, with sucli a platlorm and such
resolutions as they placed before the intellithem that

gent voters of the Pine Tree State. Not one
tingle utterance, in speech or resolution, in
that

assembly of gray heads against the rebel,
South, who trample in the dust under
their feet the‘Stars and Stripes' of our Uuiou,
and spit upon that glorious old Banner of
Freedom which has been much respected in
every portion of the civilized globe, and to
which the eyes of all republicans, under eveof tbe

ry government on eartb, are turned in a fixed
gaze that shows how much they respect it and
how much
horses of

days

they hope

from it.

disgrace to the nation, were not
keep silent about southern rebels,
but they poured out their abuse in torrents
a

content to

upon
government,
upon those who are
constitutionally chosen and sworn to adminisour

or

They

ter it.

seemed to

not

care

how much

they weakened our government, or how much
they might demoralize our armies which are
patriotically struggling to sustain .the nation’s
life, provided they could ride into power, and
once more feed at the public crib.
But they
made a terrible blunder which has plunged
them iuto the lower depths of degradation
from which they can never rise. There let
them lie, and history will paint them in their
true colors. They will be remembered, and
fhture generations will hold them in utter
contempt. It is a dangerous experiment fur
any political party to array themselves against
their country in time of war, whether foreign
domestic.

or

down,

and

dowc.

an

The party that does it must go
indignant people will keep it

It is

Let them remember that.

a

re-

markable fact in tbe history of political parties, that the Jameson wing, or so large a portion of them, should have beeu drawn in aud
swallowed up by such leaders. This wiug of
the party was a short time ago in the majority
and it is passing strange that they should so
far have yielded as to give
Danaites, and suffer them
destruction.

the reins to the
lead them to

to

One would have

thought

there

Jameson Democrats in this city,
to say nothing of other portions ol the state,
were some

who not

only

had

intelligence but stamina
enough to resist any such alliance, but they
yielded in an evil hour, and must sufler the
consequences of being caught in bad company. That thousands of loyal democrats were
deceived, there can be no doubt, and our opinion is that they will not he so easily deceived
a

second time.
If report be true,several of

our

Irish voters

wrathy aud quite loud spoken about the
Argus office on the evening of the election,
when the returns came in, and they fouud the
Democrats had been awfully beaten.
The
Irish love victory and hale to be worsted in
anything. Their instincts are all against such
discomfitures, and their blood will rise. And

were

it did

on

Wood is everywhere known as a pleasing and
exciting w riter, and tills is one of her best.
The plot is well contrived, the scene well
painted, and the characters admirably drawn.
The interest will be kept up or even increased
the reader advances towards the close of the
book. It is printed in clear, fair type, and

tills occasion.

There

was

some

loud

talking, and several of litem declared openly
and boldly that their democratic frieuds had
deceived them in regard to the election. They
supposed by what they had been told by these
copperhead leaders, that the state weuld go for
the democrats by an overwhelming majority,
but when they learned that the boot was on
Uje other leg, they became very furious aud
condemned these false prophets and deceivers
in no measured terms. The leaders must
locdt to their laurels, or these sons of the limerald Isle, with rude hands, will tear them from
We trust and believe our
their brows.
Irish population will not be again deceived

by such unscrupulous politicians. These people have been sorely oppressed in the Old
Country, and we hope they will keep their
eyes open and mark well the aristocrats of
this country who wear the livery of democracy for the purpose of deceiving them and obtaining their votes. Let them heed the words
of the lamented O’Connell, and tight against

Pass

ZW" On the fourth page—When the War

ARTILLERY.
Privates Aiuos Kelley, debility, Stanton Hospital,
Washington, on furlough; Henry S Hall, Bangor,
detailed for duty, JSt AI ay si as do.
FIRST HEAVY

Miscellany.
SyCotton has advanced to 75 cts a pound.
Ey*The Fanniiigton Chronicle says, ice
formed in that town on Tuesday evening.
^y Late accounts of the potato rot in Verover:

bound up In cheap form for railroad and steamboat reading. For sale in this city by Hall L.

the present year.

The Ambkr Gods, and other stories, by Harriet
Elizabeth Prescott, in one volume, Tickuor &
Fields, Boston.
This work contains seven of the best and most

characteristic productions of Miss Prescott, namely,
Gods," "In a Cellar," "Knitting Sale
Socks," "Circumstance.” "Desert Sands," "Midsummer and
May," and "The South Breaker."
Each of the stories display genius of an original and
♦•The Amber

and will afford not only amusement
but instruction of an elevating character to the readFor sale in this city by Hall L. Davis.
er.

peculiar kind

Shoulder Strap*; a Novel of New York and the
Army. Bv Henry Morford. Philadelphia: T. B.
Peterson & Brother.
1 his is

regular

a

plot

cated

war

novel, founded

full of
ex^tement,

It will

on

with

If uot with profit by the soldier in bis camp,
enable him thereby to while away a leisure hour.

interest
and

It is of the

flashing, merry, mysterious cast that gives
increased popularity to such works. The work will
have a large sale, as Mr. Morford’s novels are
always
sought after. For sale in this city by Hal) L, Davis
and Sauboru &. Co.
Philip Vajt A ktkvei.dk ; a dramatic Romance, in
two parts; by Henry Taylor; Tickuor & Fields,

Boston.

This work abounds in noble thought, elivated sentiments, and fine poetry. It is published in beautiful
blue and gold," and will find a place upon the table
of rnauy for its beautilul appearance if uot for the
sublimity and excellency of thought and language.
For sale in this City by Hall F. Davis.

OUR Old Home; a series of English sketches; by
Nathaniel Hawthorne; Tick nor, Fields & Co.,
Boston. Publishers.
This Work comprizes a series of twelve sketches,
as follows:
Consular Experiences—Leamington Spa
—About Warwick—Recollections of a Gifted Woman
—Litchfield and Uttoxcter— Pilgrimage to Old Boston-Near Oxford—Some of the Haunts of Burns—
A London Suburb—Up the Thames—Outside Glimpses

of

English Poverty.

Each of the series

w

ill be

read with interest

grave and gay, old and young.
by Bailey & Noyes.

rather unfavorable.

are

jy The cranberry crop will be abundant

crop.
has boen decided

by good
of petroleum is

For sale in this

by
City

Methods of Study in Natural History; by L.
Agazziz; Tickuor & Fields, Boston, publishers.
Prof. Agazziz has endeavored in this work to present, in a more popular form, the views first expressed in his
Kssav on Classification,” and is intended to give some gentle hints to young students as to
the method by which scientific truth has been reached,
including a general sketch of the history of the science in past times.
This will be found a valuable acquisition to the library of every studeut of Natural
History. For sale in this City by Bailey & Noyes.

medical

not preauthority that the use
judicial to health.
ryllugh Ticney was murdered by Patrick
Dyer, in Providence, on Tuesday last. Both
were under the influence of liquor.
Sy The Japanese government disclaims the
recent action of its forts in flriug upon British

and American vessels.

jyTlie contract for the manufacture and
laying down a submarine cable between Ireland and Newfoundland, has been signed.
jyBcv. S. Gilbert is to be ordained pastor
of the Universalist Churches of Norway and
Paris, on the 15th of October.
ry Horace Greely is writing a history of
the rebellion, in its political and moral, rather
than its military phase. No one can do it
better.
’rovost Marshall Baker

gives

notice to

all drafted men in the 2d District who have

reported,
quarters to-day

that

not

they must report at
or be held as deserters.

head-

that is

richly worth the price of the number, by
ou “Our Domestic Kelations,” be-

Charles Sumner

sides its usual attractive bill of fare.

Whittier,

Em-

Wasson, Thoreau, and other distinguished
writers, are contributors for this number of the At-

Union State in the country, besides not a few
from tli»» rlia.iininn

<ifntp«i

‘If France appears in the position of a
hungry dog looking at a hone that it would
for its

fear of uuothcr

anxious to seize the

overpowers its desire for the

dog
bone,

prize.

Anniversary of the Old
Worcester, Mass., was celebrated on Thursday last, on which occasion a
sermon was preached by Rev. Leonard Bacon,
I). I).

erson,

lautic.
Manual of Instruction for Enlisting and
Discharging Soldiers, with especial relcrenceto
the medical examination of recruits, and the detection <»f disqualify iugand feigne diseases. By Hubert Harthoiow. A. M.. M. D. J. B.
k
Co., Philadelphia, i ublishers.
This work has been adopted by the Surgeon (*e»-

Board of Enrollment and others who have to do with
enlisting and discharging soldiers. A glossary of
medical terms used iu the work is

appended for the

benefit of those who have not had a medical educaFor sale iu this city by Sauboru k Co.

tion.

“

What shall become of him ?w

The Mirror of this week, carefully avoiding
any reply to an article iu the Press under the
above

caption, strangely perverts plain language by charging that au “attack” has been
made upon it and its correspondent B. But
the Mirror mistakes if it imagines that intelli-

8th Me.

Regiment

Charles Eastman of Cornish, was shot

desertion.

weight

and
we

with those who have been both iu America
Liberia. From the complexion of his article,
think he is neither one nor the other.

We suppose if the
exhibit

a

writer could

star

college diploma, that

only

that would en-

title

him to the distinction of

ted.”

But close observation

beiug “educahas taught us

that those who are most apt to iusist upon the
diploma as a passport to such distinction, are

ordinarily the least deserving
It is the diploma alone which

of its

reception.

constitutes their

claim to the distinction—not the

possession—
degree of education for which the diploma was designed.
Literary pedants, who may readily quote
Latin and French common-places, too often
mistake this facility lor education; but the
common sense of the people uniformly
stamps
such pretensions, and consigns them to the
category to which they belong.
To fling Latin phrases at au opponent and
deny him the possession of education, may be
very convenient, if not consistent withal; but
as a legitimate argumeut, their force is not
*
easily perceived.
of that

He

Connecticut

was

a

member of Co.

Regiment, and

the Habeas

Corpus.
It is but a few months siuce the self-styled
democrats were quoting and lauding the great
Albany politician as one of the ablest political
ou

writers in the country.

Mr. Weed did not at

first favor the

emancipation proclamation, and
this fact commended him to the opposition.
It is questionable if they will be as well pleased with his views of the habeas corpus aud its
is au extract from his re-

suspension Here
cent letter:

The President has, by proclamation, suspended
the writ of habeas ctirpus. This, though a necessity
in some portions of the country, and elsewhere
perfectly harmless, will be made tiie occasion lor renewed auu vehement exhibitions of political hostility.
The Atlas ot yesterday announced it as a “Suspension of the \\ rit of Liberty.”
1 hiS proclamation, even while no more than one
Judge AlcCunu exists, is as needful as it was in New
Oi leans, wh;re there was a Judge ilall and a Lon.
Jackson. None hut enemies lia\e anyth.ug to tear
from it. But if it were otherwise—it. in isolated cases this power should ho abused, it is better that an
individual should bo wronged titan the Loverument
and the Union should be endangered,
This proclamation will strengthen the Loverument
aud weaken its enemies; and those who, lor political ctlect, choose to re-enact the folly of the F ederalists, will tind themselves, alter the rebellion has
been put down, where the Federalists were alter the
war oi 1812, compelled to disbaud—the loaders either
seeking protection from popular indignation within
healthier political organizations, or, in retirement
and obscurity’ iuvokiug the lorgetfulncss of their

couulrymen.

^r* Referring to the resignation of
Lord, President of Dartmouth College,

Dr
aud

Argus puts down in its list of
democratic representatives elected, Jason
Webb, of Windham, We are requested to say
The

he should be put down to Scarboro’, as that
town elected him, and Windham claims none
of the honors.
Tlie Union men of Ohio arc
the work with

into

going

It is said that 25,000
assembled last week at St. Clairville to

people

a

will.

The friends of the Union

Bough.

quite

sure

of

the home vote,
all one way.

having 50,000 majority on
and the soldiers will be nearly

£^“The copperheads out West are trying
get sympathy by making martyrs out of
their leaders. The report that Congressman
to

Voorhees was driven from a railroad train and
insulted by a party of soldiers who happened
to lie on the same

train,

was

sheer fabrica-

a

tion.

The Argus has published Reverdy
Johnson’s speech at Saratoga, but has not
Galled attention to any of its peetdiar excel-

U

lencies.

We have the material

portions

in type, and are sure they will
Mr. Johusuu deals

faithfully

interest.

be

of it

read with
with

the negro

question.
‘Jf The copperheads

siness

on

the smallest kind

exultations

Liucoln.

over

doing a large buof capital in their

are

the election of

a

senator

The Hon. Jos. E. Smith!

in

Honors

must lie easy when thus appropriated. Hon.
Bob Elliot and Hon. Daniel Pratt rolled iuto

one!
lg— “The Great American Traveler” informs

us

that he visited the Alms House

on

received

with every demonstration of respect, and
where he spoke in his peculiarly fascinating
manner

resolves,

for
a

nearly an hour. Complimentary
night's lodging and good feed were

the substantial return made to Mr. Pratt for
his

patriotic labors.

simply stated that President
copperhead ticket, ami complimented a particular political speaker, and
the Advertiser charges us with “indulging in
a low attack
Verily, copperupon him.”
licadism is getting sensitive. We have never
disputed President W.'s right to vote in any
way that suits him, or to be pleased with any
speaker that strikes his fancy favorably, but
when he exalts a notorious rebel-sympathizer
and slavery-defender above all the friends of
ZS~ We

Woods voted the

the Union and the Government, we have a
right to state the reasons why he is not taken
as

authority

in such

matters.

A man who

opens his ears to one side and closes them to
the other, is not to pronounce upon the relative merits of different speakers.

or* The Argus takes us to task for saying the New York Democratic State Convention resolutions contain

no

word condemnato-

ry of Jeff. Davis or the rebellion, and says the
of New York contains as explicit

platform

the election of
this

to

not

make

college.”

a

political

abolition machine of the

Falser words were never

Dr. L. was not

complained

ing an abolitionist,
slavery, and gave

of

spoken.

of for his not be-

lie was

a

bibie defender

the cold shoulder to his

country in its hour of trial.

In

a

word he

Corps Josiah 11 Emerson, H, Swanville, guu shot
wound rigid wrist. Carver Hospital. Washington;

Melleu, F. Brooks, duty, Harewood do; A H
Prentiss, B, Troy, gun shot wound right hand, lit
Pleasant do; H O Davis, D, Rockland, diarrhea, do
do; Horace Speed, A. Pittsfield, flesh wound right
side, do; Geo 8 Daniels, Newport, woun .ed. do do;
Privates W Trowbridge, G, Waldoboro, Lincoln do;
Orelius Hawkins, K. Waldo, dodo; 11 C Holmes,K,
Kockland, convalescing cook, Emery do; Albert
Smith, D,Thoiuaston. diarrhea, dodo; Edward Baker. K, Belfast, guu shot wound left hand, Carver
do; Sergt Fredk 1) Aldus. A. Bedfast, guu shot
wound, 2d Division Hospital, Alexandria; George F
lvtiowltou, A, Camden, do do, do; Privates William
Cullman. A. Belfast, do, do do; Chas A Libby, C,
Kockland, do, dodo; C J Kamsu' C, Waldoboro,
sore feet, do do; Klisha H Grindell, Penobscot,
tpphoid fever, F'airlax SeminaryFIdo; FI \V Kimball,
Skowhegau.do, do do; Fredk Sayre, gun wound
second toe left foot, do do; Moses F Bean, artillery,
F E

gastric dert,

do do.

FIFTH REGIMENT.
< o F. Pownal, guu

shot wound in
K
toot, dodo; Privates
B Kendall. H, Bridgtou,
John French. K. Turner, vulnus sclop, Amory
Square do; Orlando Dunning, 1), Brunswick, diarrhea, Stanton do. on furlough; N Howard, G, typhoid fever, do. do do: Darius C Knox, B. ltiddeford, do, do do; 11 B Perkins, Balt* ry, Starks, right
leg am out aied above knee, St Alovnesuis do; John
T Kvau. do, Augusta, detached, Finlay do; Sergt
Chas 1* Foster. B. Hiddeford, attendant, 1st Division
Hospital, Alexandria; George F Wixou, Artillery,
Sidney, attendant detached, 2d do, do.
E II Milliken.

thigh. Judiciary Hospital. Washington: Musician
do left

Edward

Allen, C. Mao bias, do, Lincoln, do; Privates. Wm
Lamb, D, Calais, Emery, do; A J Potter, K. Eastdo; Michael Cary,
port.heart disi awe,Armory Square,
E. Topsticld, duty, do, do; W A Neal, li, do. do. do;
John 11 Allen, E. Winterport.do.do.do; Win Gavin,
1>, do, do, do: Wm N Gower, D. Princeton, do, do,
do; Corp. EW Sylvester, B. Edinburg, gun shot
wound, left arm. Mount Pleasant, do; JT Rochevell,
A, Dover, do right arm. do, do; Privates. 8 B Slavard, ii, Monsou, do, Douglas, do; J Willett, G,
Madawasku, do right thigh, do. do; G W Perry. G,
do,-to, Lincoln, do; Wm ii Tracey, F, Alexander,
typhoid fever. Stanton (on furlough), do; Kalph
Stack pole, A, Kcmluskeag, wounded foot,2d division,
Alexandria; Patrick McGtnu,batter)', lloulton, gun
shot wound, thorax, 3d division, Alexandria.
SEVENTH REGIMENT.

Private, Geo W Conner,A.Littleton, Lincoln Hos-

pital. Washington; Sergt Nelson 8 Tales, li,Thomaston, fructure, left thigh, Armory Square,do; private,

John F Hutchinson, li, Manchester,
Carver,
do; John Lee, D, Lewiston, debility, Finley, do;
Harvey Mitchell, F, Biddefordi jaundice, do, do;
Geo Kenzell, C, Oldtowu, convalescent. Stone, do;
James Malone, B, lloulton, gun shot wound, thigh,
Mount Pleasant, do; Corp Charles K Andersou, B,
Peter FraLimestone, do right hand, do, do;
zier. F, chronic rheumatism, do, do; ( orp Albert M
Hose, K, Leeds, sprain, 2d division, Alexandria.

lumbago

TENTH

REGIMENT.

Privates, Edward Donnelly, D, Washburn, gun
wound, 2d division, Alexandria; C. D. Stockbridge, A, detailed for duty, Hasewood Hospital,
Washington; Geo K Ripley, ». debility, Finlay, do;
Wm Bodge, battery, erysipelas, do, do; Win Dobson, do. billious fever, do, do; Tyler McLaughlin,
do, debility, do, do.
TWELFTH

REGIMENT.

Private Wm D Henderson. F, New Portland, typhoid fever, 2d division, Alexandria.

Privates, James W Grindle, K, Bluehill, debility.
Hospital, Washington; Andrew Kimball, t),
Waterford, do, do; James O Smith. I, Gardiner,
chronic larynx, Armory 8quarc, do; John H Crowell, B, do, chronic diarrhea, do, do; Geo W Frost,
I, Greene. Lincoln, do; inusiciau Melville D Brown,
K. Harmony, typhoid fever, Emory do: sergt Geo
K Shaddock, 11, Limerick, qhrouic rheumatism, Columbia, do: private ( baric* A Lang, H, Pittsth-ld.
do diarrhea, do, do; Stephen F' Morrill, A, Chesterville, do, do, do; George M llaoriman. 1>.Lovell, detailed for duty, Finlay do; Calvin P Marks. K, Bluehill, debilitv, do. do; Oliver Crediford, F, Bid de lord,
syphilis, do, do; Jaineft 11. Thompson, H, Princeton,
gun shot wound let! leg, Campbell (on furlough) do;
K W Osgood, K, Bluehill, rheumatism, Douglas, do;
ESpollin. B, Mouut Pleasant, do; Wm Keynolds,
debility, 1st division, Alexandria; Samuel M Heed,
ii. Tremont, gun shot wound iu wrist. 3d division,
(discharged Aug 17. ’(S3,) do; John E Haiev. H,
Rockland,chronic bronchitis, <to. do; Alden Tllackett, A, No. 4, K 6,cereocel do, do: Osborne Allen,
F, Canton, coup de soldi. Fairfax Seminary, do;
Koswell Fisher, t., Detroit, typhoid lever, do, (on
furlough) do; corp Isaac C Dow, H, Tremont. gun
shot wound iu nos©, do. do; private James B Marks,
K, Sedgwick, flesh wound through right thigh, do,
do; Charles Pearson, K. Bluehill, chronic rheumatism, do, do; corp Wm 8 Plummer, A. Skowhegan,
compound fracture in left ulna, do, do; Charles Cook,
typhoid fever, 1st division, do; Samuel K Bi»hop, D,
attendant, do, do.
Carver

SEVENTEENTH REGIMENT,
Privates Dana It Grant, F, Greenwood, convalescent from fever,8t Aleysius, Hospital, Washington;
John F Stevens, Westbrook, Carver, do; Corp J Ellis, G, Ruugely, wounded, Armory Square, do;
Moses Moody, F, Litniugtoii, convalescent,
imory, do; Frank Houghton, D. Lewiston, do, Findo;
lay,
Joseph Westcott, B, Windham, chronic diarrhea, do, de; James E Micclieil, E. Freeport, dedo,
do; George W Lyon, K, Auburn, do,
bility,
Hasewood. (ou furlough.) do; D P Pullen. E, Porllaud, do, Stoue, do; ( orp G P Jordan. E, ( ape Elizabeth, right loot amputated, Douglas, do; Sergt .1 M
llall, C, Casco, bronchitis. Mouut Pleasant, do; privates 11 U Libbey, 1. Scarboro, debility, do. do; T P
Mitchell, E, Yarmouth, do, do, do; Walter J Noyes,
C, Jay, diarrhea, do, do; George Wallingford, C,
Berwick, intermittent fever, do, do; W S Butler. D,
Lewiston, hernia, 3d division, Alexandria; John
Charlton, B, Portland, chruuic dysentery, do, do;
Edwin A Duncan, K, Kitterv, typhoid fever, Fairfax
Semidarv ; George W Doughty, K, Cape Elizabeth,
chronic diarrhea,do, do; George A M Mclutire, B,
South lterwick.de. do, do; ( orp Augustus Vaughan.
A. New Vineyard, typhoid fever, do, do; George W
Whitman, F, Woodstock, do. do, do; private A 11

Iiriva

Perry, lameness, Stoue, Washington.

a

he

corrected, and

to

make correction.

We

platform does re-atflrin
the doctrine that “the present deplorable civil
war has been forced upou the country by the

Private* Wilbur M C lifford. Co B. Palermo,chronic
diarrhea, Carver Hospital, Washington ; Bridge* C
Sherman, 1), Liberty, rheumatism, do: Elisha S
Knovvltou. I>, Swanville, chronic diarrhea, do;
Robert Morrow. E, Searsport, vertigo, do; Silas
Adams, F, Bowdoinhaiu, diarrhea, do; Rufus S
Maxwell, F, Bowdoin do, do; Josiah B Rogers. R,
Phip»burg, debility, do; George S Cobb, 1, Camden,
do, do; liiiam A iiustus, B. Monroe, diarrhea. Armory Square do; Calvin B Keen. E, Leeds, gunshot
wound, do; Wm N Rock I iff, I, Rockland, debility,
do; J P Lancaster, A, Richmond, chronic diarrhea,
do; Solomon Taylor, I. Rockland, do, do; Ctaas S
Jordan, A, Richmond, lumbage, Carver do; Cornelius Cunningham. D, Belfast, convalescent, Lincoln do; C P Butler, I,
Appleton, typhoid fever,
Campbell do; John il Cables, I, Rockland, chronic
diarrhea, do; Wm li Crosby. V, West Gardiner, injury left lobe, do; Albert Ames, E, Searsport, acute
diarrhea, do; Sergt Thus M Heald. A. Norridgewock, convalescent, Armory Square do; Private
Reuben Rhoades, C, Troy, acut*- diarrhea, 3d Division Hospital, Alexandria; Corp W M Ginn, E, typhoid fever, Fairfax Seminary, do.
TWENTIETH

Monmouth, wounded. Armory Square do; L J Mftddocks, K. debility, Judiciary squatc do; Ira G Elwell. I, St George, Linculn do; Moses C Warren,
A, Home, amputation botli hands. Finlay do; Amo*
Robert*. 1). Dexter, bronchitis, do; B P'Humpa, B,
Milo, debility, do; A D Bumps, do, do, convalescing
from lever, do; John T Ireland. 11, Presque Isle, debility, do; Aduau Leighton. II, lungs, do: Feuley B
Lihbey, I, Camden, convalescent, do: Wm E Spooner, II, llcdgdou. diarrhear. do; B Turner, E, Waldoboro, contusion, do; Alonzo Hurd, F, Harmony,
debility, do; Ku*tice ('ounce, I. Warren, abscess on
right leg, do; Edward Keating, K, Appleton, debilHarewood do; Com Sergt Almor Raison, (’.acute
ity,
diarrhea, do; Privates ('has tl Mero, E, Waldoboro,
acute diarrhea; Wm H Pollcster. K, Durham, detailed duty, do; D F Smith, D. Parkman, typhoid
fever, Douglas do; Merritt Stinson, A, Clinton, do,
Stanton do; Alvin Jameson, B. chronic rheumatism,
3d Division Hospital, Alexandria; George W Cartton. tl, do. on fbrlough; Josiah W Cross G, Pneumonia. Fairfax Seminarv Wm Libbey, C, Livermore, coup de sobil, do;
Stephen Palmer, E,Bristol,
chronic rheumatism, do.

lind that the New York

disunionists of the southern states, now in
arms against the constitutional
government.”
We were led into error in this way : we had before. us when we wrote, by mistake, the Maine

The copperheads have found another
cause

of

They

are

complaint against President Lincoln.
pouring out upon him their vials of

wrath, because he insists that the negro soldier, taken prisoner in battle, shall be treated

by

the rebels

as a
prisoner of war. These hucopperheads would see those who wear
the U. S. uniform and have fought for the flag,
sold into perpetual slavery or butchered like
dogs. This is the latest development of dem-

institutions.

son.

fraction of a cent each would pay.

set

to see

down that man for a base traitor, who
liberty motif than he does treason, and

hates

A. Andrew was unanimously
enthusiastically nominated for re-election
Governor, and all of the present State offi-

as

in like

cers were

6.600

1

It is hardly safe to estimate the majority
which this ticket will receive.
The old Bay
State will give it thousands upon thousands,
and will show

vember,

that

by her voice at the polls in
site cordially supports the

Maine has set the mother State
to

follow,

an

resolutions had been said of those

passed by
the Democratic State Convention of Maine, it
would have been true in every particular and
to the letter. It may be proper to add, that
the New York World finds in the result of the
Maiue

New

York

mane

ocracy ! Who wonders that such
is to 1U1 the grave of infamy!

purchase

a
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A "flux'20'3 priccd

In this

city. Sept.

24.
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Rev.

I

:

example
doing.

W. G. C.,

Address

dtf
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j
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“OILIARE,”

THE
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Faton Shaw. C. C.

Hayes, Maine State Agent at Washington, and Miss
Harriet J. .Merrill, ot Portland.
in Augusta, Sept. 17. ( apt. SaniT Dana. U. S. A.,
and Miss K A. Kiee, daughter of lion. Richard D.
Rice, of A.
In ChestervilJe, Sept. 14. John F. Lovell and Miss
Viola P. Furbish, both of C.

Na-

Huu»«

Portland, Sept. 24. 1863.

For Young Men, quite nobby.

“London,”
Same; and

THE

CLOTH

HATj

great varieties.

In

The

which she will not be slow in

“Gilmore”

Cap.

mn>.
-AND-
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In Hiram, Sept. 10. Allie, sou of Wm.G. and 8 IISpring, aged 4 vears 2 months 12 davs.
In Bath, Sept. 22, Mr. Joshua Moody, aged 90 yrs.

-TO THE-

GVEMINe

aniidon

4 months.
In Brunswick. Sept. 23, Miss Mary F. Leavitt, aged
24 years 3 months.
58
In Newcastle, Sept. 22. Mrs. Ann Smith,
In Fast Boston Mr. Timothy Huutresi, formerly
Hausou. Me., aged 83 years.

PAPERS.

HARRIS’

a^ed

of Ven. Meade.
New Yoke, Sept. 24.
The Tribune’s special dispatch from the army of the Potomac says:
“During Monday and Tuesday the advance
of Gen. Meade's army has been going forward
on about the same line pursued
by Gen. Pope
last year. Our cavalry occupied Madison
Court House on Monday night, after driving
the enemy out,capturing nine and killing one.
All the women of the place took to the bush,
but returned after learning ihat they were not
to be butchered. The village is almost deserted by the men, only a few graybeards remaining. Three rebel soldiers were found in the
jail. They confirm the report that Longstreet
had gone to Georgia, but say he will be back
in time for any fight will Meade.
Our signal corps occupy Thoroughfare
Mountain. The rebels use Clark Mountain,
seven miles to the left, for a look-out.”
The Times’ special dispatch says Meade’s
cavalry and part of his infantry are south of
the Rupidan, and our cavalry have penetrated
to Orange Court House without meeting with
any signs of a rebel force. If the rebels have
retired upon Gordonsville, there must be either a battle there soon, or the retreat of one
of the confronting armies.

OPPOSITE

Windsor NS.
Co.

*•*

•'

•*

»*

-tjjnirm— .1 m

rrencn

the South.

New

necoyntiion

Yobk, Sept.

news

PORT

Steamer Montreal. Prince, Boston.
Steamer New Brnnswick, Winchester, Boston for
F&stport and St John NB.
Steamer Harvest Moon, Roix, Gardiner.
Brig Trenton. Atherton. Philadelphia.
Brig Nancy N Locke. McCalmon, Boston.
Sch Windsor. (Br) Barberick. Windsor NS.
Sch Morning Star. (Br) Miller, Windsor NS.
Sch Jane. (Br) Clark, St Andrews NB.
Sch J R Mather, Orr, Philadelphia.
Sch K H Perkins. Bowden, Philadelphia.
Sch Leesburg. Blake. Philadelphia.
Sch F Arcularius. Jackson, New York.
Soli Adaline Townsend, Townsend. Boston.
Sch Flying Cloud, Hardenbrook, Boston.
Sch Catharine Maria. Bowden. Hucksport.
Sch Freeport. Thorndike. Rocklaud.
Sch Laurel, McFaddeu. Bath.
Sch Bcnj Franklin, Paterson, Wiseasset.
Sch Flleu Frances. Holmes. St John NB for New-

Of

23.

S. STEAM FRIGATE
“NIAGARA,"
best veasel in the naval service.

re»e!!erm'n

*"*

i>*rU,:ul»r|F invited

to

ship

for Ibis

the

Naval Knnuvuei, North Sqnnro,
„ APP*F »!
Bostoo; New Bedford tod
Portemouth.
J

B.

•epiidiw_
T. HI.

MONTGOMERY,

Commandant.

TtRLAY

Sc

CO.,

CHICAGO,

Forwarding

and Commission

merchants.
t. m. tcrlay.

John dcpee, jr.
Purchase for Eastern account

ri“r' Ornlm, Prwviuiwau. Sweat. Ac.
Refer to

**
I)at*r *> Co.. New
SJn*
lork, P. b. Shelton k Co.,
A. B. Hall k Co * Boston; Southard k Woodbury, Portland
sept28 ly

|.kliE*!L,.,'1*0r'

_

DISCOUNT
The time

Sell Lucy k Nancy, Cousins, Bangor for Lynn.
Sch Osprey. Wentworth. Hampden for Wellicet.
Sch Billow. Was*. Addison tor Boston.
Sch Rough k Ready. Achorn. Bangor for Boston.
Sch Liona. Moore. Tremont for Boston.
Sch
Clark, Tremont for Boston.
Sloop Enterprise, Preble, Bath for Cumberland.

Savoy,

Skin'ai. for

a

bark and

two

brigs.

CLEARED.
Sch Foam, (Br) Lessuf, Halifax NS—master.
Sch Coretke. Tarr, Alexandria—R it York k Son.
Sch Mary Johnson, Nickersou, Washington—OrShip Richard

896 ions, built at Bath in 1847,
parties in New York..

Alsop,

Saturday,

ship

in the Indian

QUALITY BARLEY

BEST

WANTED BY r. JONES.

MOSES

together

DOMESTIC FORTS.

the 26th inst.

lo,000 Bushels

Sch Wave, (of Kenncbuuk.) Phillip*, from Bangor
for Hartford, went ashore on Peak's 1-laud, ou Monday night last, at 10 o'clock, during a heavy squall,
and has bilged. Her cargo of lumber,
with
sails and rigging, will be saved.

NEW ORLEANS—Cld 14th, brig Rival,Applegate,
New York.
Cld 15th,
May Flower. Goodman. New York;
bark Comet. Morrison. Delaware Breakwater.
BA LIT MORE—Ar 22U. brigs Georgie, Leavitt, and
Cbas Wesley. Ford. Alexandria.
Id 220. bark Chilton. Pennell, Boston; brig Frances Jane. Martin. St John NB; scha F Dyer, Shute,
and M M Freeman. Howes. Boston.
PHIl.ADELPHI A—Ar 22d. bark Glenwood. Fairchild. New Orleans; schs Sarah Elizabeth, Kelley,
Boston: !i M Price. Keilev. do.
Cld 22d, brigs F G King.Doaue. St Thomas; Stella,
Collins, Cortland.
Ar23d. bark Ann Elizabeth, Norgrave. St Thomas;
schs Trade Wind.Couary, Kingston; Ida F Wheeler,
Dyer. Portland.
Cld 23d. brig G W Barter, Gilchrist. Boston.
ALBANY—Ar 22U, schs Oregon, Bates, Boston;
23d. Highlander. Stnrges, Providence.
NEW YORK—Ar 23d, bark K B Walker. Press*?,
Cardenas; brig Condor, Marston, Neuvitas.
Ar 23d. ship Owego. Norton, Bristol; sells Emma
Furbish. Flanders, Rockland: Messenger, Doane, fin
Gloucester; Cabot. Phiuuev, Boston.
Cld 23d, slop Oricut, Hill. Liverpool; barks Czarina, Pinkham. Valencia; D C Murray, Johnston,
NewOrlehns; brig oceau Belle. (Br) Pettiugill, for
M John NB; B L Swan. Rice. Demarara; schs J L
Snow, Achorn. Providence; Augeline, Uix, Kenuebunk; Bengal, llix. Boston.
NEWPORT—Ar 23d, sch Uuion, Pendleton, Irom
Rockland.
FALL RIVER—Ar 23d. sch Elmira, Rogers, from

allowed by an Ordinance of tho
City tor the

SIXTY DAYS after INTEREST will be charged
on all unpaid taxes, to com men oe from the
abort
date
HENRY P. LORD,
freatuer A Collector.
»ep23 edt26

lando Nickerson.

has been sold to

taxes!

on

Three Per Cent. Discount

port.

Iloaccra ns.

Alow in Front

..

ARRIVED.

Territory.
New Yobk, Sept. 24.
Maj. Gen. Schofield has received a dispatch
from Brig. Gen. McNeil, announcing that he
had attacked the combined forces of Coffee
and Brown one mile west of Enterprise, in the
Seneca Nation Reserve, at the mouth of Bulfalo Creek, and completely routed them alter
a two hours’ engagement.
The fighting occurred in a dense grapevine thicket, making it
to
estimate
the
impossible
enemy’s loss. Five
are known to be killed, Including Capt. M. It.
Johnson. The guerrillas were much superior
in number to our forces.

I.'id'll'*

the

PORTLAND.

Thursday*.September 24*

Nashville, Tens., Sept. 23.
from the front to-day is meagre.

Victory

OF

ArATElV tor8,h.WA'TED
V.

XI AVS.

M A IJIX K

No trains have arrived from the south to-night.
It is reported that they have been detained to
bring up the wounded.
A dispatch from the front reports that there
has beeu no fighting to-day. Our forces still
hold their position of yesterday, which is au
evidence of strength, as every hour increases
the chance for reinforcements from Burnside
to arrive, and enables onr forces to more thoroughly entrench themselves, though no definite assurance of the arrival of reinforcements
has lieen yet received.
Another

Ihooks, 8000

Friday.September 25*
Sunrises.6.50 1 High water, (a m)-906
Sun sets.5.53 I Length of days..12.03

army.”

The

St Andrews NB. Sch Jane—3000 box
lumber. N J Miller.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

says :
Letters from Europe coutradict the rumor
that the Provisional Government of Mexico
has sent a special agent to Richmond to establish friendly relations. The pretended departure of
Vice President Stephens to bargain
Texas and Louisiana for the armed intervention of France is also a canard.
Gen. Forey will resume operations against
the remaining forces of Juarez at the end of
the rainy season at the close of October, and
expects to dispose of them easily. A considerable number of French officers have been
appointed instructors of Mexicau soldiers, and
30,000 uniforms and stands of arms have beeu
forwarded from France to equip the Mexican

from

us'i.r

Morning Star—160 tons coal, to order; 15 oil

casks. Kerosene Oil Co.
ft

NAVY YARD. BOSTON. I
September 21. 1303. }
'*»•■»«-

Windsor—153 tons coal, Kerro-

sene < >il

The Tribune’s Washington correspondent

Later

Sch

OFFICE.

POST

sep23 2iredis

IMPORTS.

Sch

hat

FOR FALL. AT

The Advance

MORRILL,

Agent,

FORE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

2 0

•ep»dtr

M. M. PEYSER &

CO.,

Hava

THIS

DAY

THEIR

NEW

OPENED
STORE,

WINTER STREET.

33

They beg leave to Incite their lady ctutomen ta
in.pect the different article, of their importatioa,
carefully .elected by themaelrce.
2aw3w iep2t
Button. S, pt. 21,1S03

Nehool Books!

IDlzabetbport.

Urn. HrOftr.

t'orp.
of
HOLMES’S HOLE— Ar22d inst, brigs Alrucabah,
New Yobk, Sept. 24.
the rariooa SCHOOL BOOKS twd is the
Bray, Rondout for Boston; Maria White, Paiue. !m
The Tribune’s Norfolk letter says Gen. Lee
City or Slate, can be found at the Book,tore of
Philadelphia for Portland; Delinont Locke. Veazie,
Bangor for New Ixindou ; schs Bay State. Meservey;
has been to Charleston within a lew days, anil
Louisa. Haskell, and H Curtis, Brown. Rondout for
the probabilities are that he will superintend
BAILF.Y Sr NOYES.
Boston
Frances Hatch. Parker, New York for Bauthe final struggle lor Chattanooga. Ew'ell's
Sarah
gor; Melbourne. Marsou. do tor Portsmouth:
To the School Book department we five our encorps is alone in front of Geu. Meade, and i Hall, do tor riardiuer; Caroline Knight, McFaddeu.
tire attention at this season of the year. Publishing
Rondout for Pembroke; Astoria, Smith, do for NewRichmond depends upon him and such uew
enables ns to have a large stock. Parents,
largely
Carroll, Crocker, and Hudson, Warreu,
bury
port;
forces as can lie hastily raised for its protecTeachers and Students will do well to buy their
Elizahethport tor do: Warrcnton. Lord, New Lontion. Rebel sympathizers admit that the Capdon tor Ellsworth; Otis, Ames, Rockland tor New
York; II S Boynton, Harrington, Sullivan for New
ital is in imminent danger should Meade move
against it. Longslreel's and Hill's corps were Bedford.
Sid 22d. schs Jas O'Donahue, Ida May, July 4th,
in the late fight, and further reinforcements
8 B Wheeler. Abbie, Oceau Star. Emma Furbish,
have been sent to Bragg from Richmond.
Josiah Achorn. and others.
BAILEY A
Ar 23d. brig Mary Means. Tibbetts, fm ITctou for
Warcham; schs A E Willard. Con lev. Turks Island,
The. Reinforcement of Rosecrans by Rurnaidc.
for orders; L Sturtevant, Mayhew. Philadelphia for
56 A
Boston; II P Cushing, Crosby. Erfzabelhpoit for do;
New Yobk, Sept. 24.
J M Houstou. Lippmcott, do for Portland.
PORTLAND.
The Times’ Washington dispatch says:
Sid 23d, brigs Delmout Locke, Mary Means; schs
tcpT twit
“Orders to Gen. Burnside to reinforce Gen.
Sarah. Otis. II S Boynton.
SOMERSET—Sailed 2.5th, bark Hanson Gregory,
Rosecraus left here on the 14th and could not
Philadelphia.
possibly have readied him belore the 17th. He Gregory.
N EW BED Ft >KD—Sid 23d, sch Ellen Perkins, Elwas then at Jonesboro’, where he expected to
ridge. New’ York.
Ar 23d. schs Mary Alice. Perry, Lincolnville; Marencounter Longstreet’s reinforcements going
tha Maria. Norwood. Calais; President, White. Garto Bragg.
He could not possibly get to Chat
diner: Elizabeth. Graves. Portland.
tanooga (l.V) miles) in time to help meet
BOSTON—Ar 23rt, ship Catharine, Freeman. Pictou
brig* Albert Adams. Ton nsend. New Orleans;
Bragg’s attack on the 20th.”
C Matthews. Pettigrew, Baltimore; Sarah Peters,
Lord, Port Ewen; I riad. Mitchell,Georgetown ; schs
vi...........1...
From California.
auil G \V Baldwin. Long,
ltondout; Cherub, Baile
San Francisco, Sept. 23.
New York; Midas. Brown, fm Mt Desert: foe hero,
The steamer Golden Age sailed at 10 o’clock
Pendleton. Lincolnville; Illuminator, ( reamer. Wal- |
-ATthis forenoon for Panama, with 150 passengers
doboro; Comiette. Southard, Wiscasset: Nopoleon,
and the following amounts in treasure: $63(5,- ; Kay ties, and North Star, Metcalf, do; Ktuma Makes,
Aid. F.
John-on, Freeport.
000 for England, $258,000 for New York, and j
Also ar 23d. schs Erie, Cook, and James Barbour,
131 FORK STREET, the CHOICEST ASWails. Calais; C atharine. Norton, ltluehill; Lucin$500,000 for Panama. The latter is shipped
SOMTMEST of English, French, German and
da. Batemau. Marinas: lien Meade. Jordan, aud Ot- I
by Rothschilds' agents.
American C'lolha for tientlemen ’s wear to be found
Meehan c, Cousins,
ran to. llammond. Ellsworth;
in
the
city. Tbeee Cloths will be made up to order
and Harriet. Carter, do; Olive Branch, Jordan, and
in the latest styles, and entire satislaetion guaranKatan. Davis, do; Christiaua. l'hompsou. do; FranSkk a woman in auotlier column picking Sambuc
t.enlletueu ere invited to call and examine.
teed.
ces Ellen. Curtis, aud Henry, Tarter. Bangor; John.
Grapes,for Speer's Wine. It is an admirable article
ImLincoln, aud Haniet Aim. Erskiue. do: Jamee.Wiu|jr“FmsT-TATn Coat Maxiks Wasted dtf
used in hospitals, and by the tirst families in Paris
Sep34
XID1ATILY.
London and New York, in preference to old Port , cheubach. and Dime, White, do; CL Herrick. PerA
do:
Steuben:
kins.
halllardiug.
Hooper,
Morea,
Wine. It is worth a trial,as it gives great satisfac
ier. Thomaston; Cora. Poland. Damariscotta.
tion.
dec22dly
E
Ar 24th, schs Protection, Nutter, Joggius NS; Jos
Fish. Bickinore. Baltimore: Eliza Ellen. Noyes, Elisale at liiteen cents a bushel, delivered, or
Works.
zabcthimrt;
Arzoo,
Torrev,
Calais;
at
the
tins
Jorcents
Arboreer,
eo
thirt
S I» E Ol A L NOTICES.
dan. Ellsworth ; New Zealand, Wiuchetibach, BanApply at the I*as Co. Office. 83 Exchange street,
Brown. Burns, Thomaston; Alpiue. Elliot,
gor; E t
for orders, in either case.
>»
Bath; Ida Morton. Fossett. Bristol.
MIDDLE STREET NEW DRY GOODS STORE,
Sep 28, 19HS.
Cld 24th, schs Yarmouth, Baxter, New York; CarNo. 81, near the Post Office.

ALL

School Books and Stationery
NOYES,

58-Exchange Street,

<

OPENING

NOW

FORK’S,

NO.

COK

F>R

!

A
of

rie Wells. Brown, do.
SALEM—Ar 22d. brig Abner

COMPLETE ASSORTUKST
fashionable Dry Goods, Shawls and

Cloaks, just opened. Wholesale and Retail.
FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDER.

HF“8ee

our

do; Aurora. Hainpdeu; Counsellor, aud Highlander.
Ellsworth; Vesta. Mrland; Illuminator, and Seth A
William. Waldoboro.

advertisement in auother column.

sept25 dim*

A Bad Brkath —The greatest Curse the human
d
family is heir to. How many lovers it has
—how many friends
The subject is
too delicate; your nearest friend will not mention it.
and you are ignorant of the fact yourself. To effect
a radical cure, use the “HALM OF A
THOUSAND
FLOWERS" as a dentrifice night and morning. It
also beautities the complexion, removing all tuu,
and freckles, leaving the skin soft and white.
Price 50 cents. For sale by II. If. Hay, agent for
Maine, and all druggists.
augl3 eodReowSm*

fore*or’parted.

separate

pimples

GREAT

DISCOVERY.—An adhesive preparation

that will STICK
Patches and

Linings to

willriud it invaluablk!

It

willeffectuallystopthe

leakage of Coal Oil.
It is insolublo in water or oil.
Its* a liquid, and as easily applied
It will adhere
It is

oily

as

paste.

substances.

HILTON S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hilton Rrothkrs, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.
ot. to 100 lbs., by
RICHARDSON & CO..
61 Broad Street, Boston,

Supplied in packages from 2
CliAS.

Sole Agents for New England.

feblTdly

and Catarrh, and all diseases ol
and Lungs, successfully treated by Inhalation,
By C Morpk, M. D..
aul8’62 eod
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.

(^"Consumption
the Throat

jy CARDS and BILL HEADS neatly print*
If

at this office.

j

j
j
j|
1

BATH—Ar23d, ship Borodino. Gilkey, Boston;
J D Liucolu, Webber, Philadelphia.

brig

FOREIGN PORTS.
iust, ship Hampton. Pendle*

Sailed from Leith 7th
toil, for Boston.
Ar at Barcelona 2oth

j Boston.

do, Idg.

;

(Per steamship China, at New York.]
Ar at Liverpool 10th, Ontario, Cox, tin New York;
lltli. Gem, Powell, Buenos Ayres.
Sid 10th, B S Kimball. Dearborn, for New York.
Cld 11th. Macaulay. Rogers. Baltimore
Eut for Idg 11th, ludiamaii.Webb. tor Hong Kong;
II V Baxter, Owen, New York; Sea Crest. Tobin.

Philadelphia.
Cld

at

London

York.

11th,

COAL PROPOSALS.

subscribers wilt receive sealed proposals nntil
Sbh. for furnishing the City
one liuudred and ally tons of tha
beet lekii/h Furnace Coal, to be well broken and
screenedSaid Coal to be delivered at the School Houses before the ttrst dsv ol November.
3, H. LEAVITT,
) Executive Com.
of the
WM. D LITTLE.
(
HENRY P. WHITE, J School Com tee.
1983.
sep24 dtd
Portland, Sept. 23.
MONDAY. Sept
THE
of Portland with

ult, bark Furry, Kay. from

Sailed from Gibraltar 29th ult, bark Egypt, 11 olme*.
| for Bostou.
|
Cld at Malaga 1st iust, bark Young Turk. Harding,
Boston.
At Remedies 9th iust, schs Dacotah, tor N York,
Idg; Mary Kelley, Reed, for Portland, Idg.
At Turks Island 11th iust, brigs Miunie Miller,Norton. for New York next day; Scotland. Thomas, for

Roots and Shoes sufficient*

Iy strong without stitching;
That will effectually mend Furniture, Crockery
Toys,and all articles of household use.
Belt Makers,
Boot and Shoe Makers,
Manufacturers and Machinists,
And Families,

Tavlor, Gullifer fm

Philadelphia; schs Abbv Weld, aud C hallenge, from
Bangor. Tarry Not. aud Atlantic, do; May Flower,

and

new

democracy

it would be difficult to estimate the

Wanted to Buy for Cash.

1862.

till! It I CD.

No-

tional Administration in all its measures to
put down the rebellion.

MISCELLANEOUS.

BOARD.

Stocks.—Bottom, Sept 24,

600 .do.137
U. S. Five-Twenties .100j
U. S. Currency Certificates. 99j
Maine State Sixes (1883).l'»8
Boston and Maine Railroad.128

re-nominated.

manner

of

8 8.000 American Gold.137
3.000 .do.137
2.000 .do.137
1.000 .do.137

enthusiastic affair.

lion. John

It EG I.X ENT.

Benj W Tapely, A. acute diarrhea, CarHospital, Washington; Daniel 1 Prescott. H,

thieves.

Charles Sumner swung at the opposite end of the same cord, you may safely

wish

most

BROKERS’
8alb

and

Privates
ver

Who, eighteen hundred years ago would have
been one of those who were gratified to see
an Innocent individual cruciBed between two

or
glad

a

private,

The friends of Gen. Banks in Massachusetts propose to present hitn a splendid
■word, to commemorate the taking of Port
Hudson. If all his friends should unite in the

be

When you hear a man say he should
to see Jeff. Davis hung, but would

and was

Richards, Co A, Bangor,

A

election, evidence of the wisdom of the
politicians, whom it says go for
sustaining the war, and the folly of the Maine
democrats, who bunted their heads against
the government, and split ou the rock of trea-

human bondage in all its forms.

£^"If you are in want of any kind of PRINTING
call at the Daily Press Office.
tf

The Union and Republican State Convention in Massachusetts was held yesterday at j
Worcester. It was largely attended, tfpwards |
of sixteen hundred delegates being
present, j

gun shot wound, right leg. Judiciary, Washington;
Thomas O'Brien, G, Gardiner, do, do; Corp. Win

Democratic platform instead of that of New
York, and if what we said of the New York

ueilher in

Nominations in

Massachusetts.

MUI-IMI.

sympathy with the College nor
tiie people of New Kngland.
lie had outlived his usefulness, and had become a dead
weight upon the institution over which he
presided, and his resignation was demanded
by the best interests of the college. A mau
who has uo sympathy for New England und
her free institutions, who cannot give a whole
aud generous heart to his country’s cause,has
no right to preside over a New England college ; aud the sooner all such men resign the
sooner they will consult the best good of their
was

Republican

_

he was

condemnation of the rebellion as does the
platform adopted at Bangor. We are willing

a successor, the Advertiser of
city says, “the trouble that occasioned the
resignation of Dr. Lord was that he would

FOURTH REGIMENT.

14th

about it years

Union and

shannonnd

SIXTEENTH REGIMENT.

Wednesday evening,where
T kurlou Weed

was

I,

of age.

are
educat-

wound right arm, Mt Pleasant do; John H Durgin,
F Forks Plantation, guu shot wound iu left shoulder, do do; G Webber. FI. Hallowed, guu
iu breast, do do; Teamsters Luther Dean, F, Madison, debility, Carver do; Horatio M Packard E,
Bridgewater, guu shot wound in bead, do do; John
A Clark. I, Augusta, do left lung, .Judiciary do; John
ltidley. A, Bath, remittaDt fever,do do; Corp Fraukton M Boynton, 1. Palermo, contusion. 2d Divisi u
Hospital, Alexandria; Privates Calvin (iriflin. G,
Mount Vernon, debility, do do; Alexr Mulligan, D,
Bath, debility, do do; Charles M Dodge, E, Hallowell, carbuucle, 3d do.

shot

the head quarters of the Third Division of
the Army of the Potomac, on the 18th iust. for

hear Mr.

ambcolored geutlemau,
disinterjudgment
estedness, ceteris paribus, entitle his opinion to equal

and that Col. Rust has been

at

thereby. It says:
If this star
of the Press is an
correspondent
ed
his
and
be deceived

reported

removed from his command.

gent readers will misunderstand its purpose
or

from Ililton Head that

the Court Martial has sustained the charges
against Col. John I). Rust of Rockport of the

Lippiu'cott

eral for issueto medical officers in the army, and will
be found of inestimable value to Surgeoos of the

E Burgess, Co H. Vassalboro. gun
hand, Carver Hospital, Washington;
J'B Dodge, F, Somerville, diarrhea, Mt Pleasant do;
Otis Pollard, G, Winslow, gun shot wound in leg, do
doj Corp John H Bacon, iJ, WaterviJle, gun shot
wound right arm, Harewood do; Privates Edgar W
Preble. A, Woolwich, chronic rheumatism, Cai ver
do; John C Dalton, C, Gardiner, gun shot wound in
right leg, do do; Chas Getched, P, Anson, gun shot

8ergts G**orjro

shot wound left

The 100th

South Church of

is

Battery,

Thomastou,
wonun in foot. Stone Hospital, Washington; Adoniram J Soule, Artillery, tistula, Carver do;
Win
Greiu, Co K, 2d Inf, Amherst, left foot amputated,
Stone do; Stillman Buxton, 11, debility, Finley do;
Virgil M Higgins, 11, left loot amputated, Amory
Square do; u inium Calcs, 1 Columbia, convalescing
from wounds, Columbia do; Chas Haley, E, K< ndu»keag. gun shot wound left loot, Mt Pleasant do; W
A Neal, H, do, convalescing. Harr wood do; K A S
Ingraham, 2d Battery, Camden, aphonca, Emory do.

Privates,

•'

The Atlantic Monthly for October has been
received from the publishers. It contains one article

REGIMENT VOLUNTEERS.

MAlll

£y The Farmington Chronicle says the
M iss Warbler who advertised for a husband,
has received over 70 letters coming from every

gladly seize but
that Is equally

SECOND

Privates James Brennan, 2d

THIRD REGIMENT.

jyCounterfeit bills on the New England
itauk, Boston, are in circulation in this State.
Z3T" Col. Ji. M. Lee, of Philadelphia, died
suddenly in New York, on Monday last.
ZIT"A little son of Thomas Cusich of Gardiner, broke his arm on Wednesday last by
falling front a tree.
ZtF~Nothing has been heard from the U. S.
Steamer Vanderbilt since the 3d of August,
and fears are entertained for her safety.
sy The frosts of the West, in immitatlon of
small boys in the cart, are nibbling the tobacco

compli-

a

be read

page—The Sabine

the first

mont

Davis.

HOSPITAL RETURNS.
Maine Soldiers in Hospital at Washington
and Alexandria, Sept. 1, 1863.

Sy On
Expedition.
is

SELECTED.

AND

as

But these war

defunct administration whose last

a

were

Mrs.

a

other were.

time that there

ORIGINAL

attractive novels of tlie season.

most

.-■———-**.♦-•— ----—

It

.■!!■

Squire ^rkvlyn’s IIeiu. By Mrs. Henry
Wood. 1\ B. Peterson & Bro., Philadelphia,
the lovers of fiction will find this one of the

MAINE

PORTLAND

JJlBl'.-JL._. Ml.-Jj
N-ew fSiblicatioau.

E

W Stetson. Ilurlbut, New

Ar at Gravesend 10th, Yorktown, Meyer, London
for Now York.
Ar at Falmouth 11th, II 8 Soule. Msgood. Akyab.
Ar at Gloucester 11th, V Pendleton. Maxey. Buctouche.
Sailed flora Dundee 10th, Bold Hunter, Crosby,

Calcutta.

Sailed from Havre 8th. Mary Elizabeth. Duubar.
Shields and Cnited States.
Ar iu the Texel 8th iust, Golden City. Moore, from

Basscin.
ft Ar at Ilt lvoot 8th, II n Wright, l’ark, Akyab.

SFOKKN.
Aug 8, no lat. Ac, ship St F»ul, Crockett, fm New
York tor Shanghai*.
Aug 8. lar 14 N. Ion 24 VV. ship Compeer, Thomp-

son. from San Francisco for Liverpool
Aug 31. lat 47 12 N, Ion 28 10 W, »hip Highland
Chiel. steering W.
Sept 3. lat 45 40, Ion 19 50, ship Elle* Austin, Bom
Liverpool for New York.

Sabbath School Convention.
Cumberland Baptist 8. S. Convention will
ou

THE

meet with the Baptist Church In Yarmouth,
TL’ESDA Y, Sept. Wtn. at 9} o'clock A. M. Ke. N.
Boiler, of Auburn, will deliver an address, commencing at 1(1 o'clock.
All interested in the promotion of the Sunday
School interest in our church.-* are invited to be
present.
By order of the lTeaideut.
Perl B. KldBALL.
*ep24dtd

Land on Elm and Vaughan Streets
Far 8ml*. *r I* k* L*aa*M fm* a T*rma sf
Years*
lHKs following parcels of Real Estate on Elm
Street, belonging to tue as Trustee uudor ths
will of the late Mrs. Eunice Day, are uow o lifered foe
sale or to be leased for a term of years, via:
One parcel, ou tha corner of film and Oxford

1

streets. 145.4 feat ou Elm street, and 98 5 IW* 0B Oxford street.
One parcel, on the south westerly «de or Kim
street, northerly of Oxford street, and **•*■*.
800 feet ou Elm street, and extending Uck about »4
feet

BVB|

Also,—FOR SALE,

A lot of land on Vaughan street, opposite the
ou Yaugbau
grounds of Hon. J. B. Brow*-, 48 tbet
street.
street, and extending back 8W teet to S

Early .pp^.i.on

.ho.ld^umle bo^,

Portland, Sept 24. 1M3.
A
about

one

du'ctl

_

ptnPHLET

hundred ami Site page-e entitled

Rebellion ami l eltelhe
OF -The Plan to Clo*e theTbel
nion-YY by and how
State, in Six Mouth*:
or,

it must and will he- Preserved,''tmil be issued from
the pres. iu a few days, and w ill be for sale by Mewow
S. H. Cole*worlhv. 0. L. Sanborn * Co and at CMsend-n '. Periodical Depot. YY holesale dealers
s*pl23 d*t
be supplied at a diacount

MATTERS

TOWN.

ABOUT

I

Municipal Court—Sept. 21.
James Malloy, for drunkenness and disturb-

ance, was lined live dollars and costs. Committed. This is the case we mentioned yesterday, where tho officer was resisted in his
attempt to arrest the man.
Margaret Malloy, wife of James, for a too
free use of her crutch on the head of John
Coghlin, who was assisting the officer in his
attempt to arrest James, w as ttned live dollars
and costs. Committed.

Potter

Portland
Official Reports of

v.

panied by

may form some idea of its magnificence
from the fact that mirrors of plate glass are
used, reflecting the most gorgeous tints of

public

coloring. The|entlre scene lias been brought
from Philadelphia by Mr. McDonough. The
play is full of light and spirited scntiuicut, interspersed with various tableaux, Zouave
marches and drills, by females in full costume.
The piece is so unlike anything ever yet produced iu this city, that its success must be a
fixed fact. Seats will be reserved during the
day. from ten till three, so we say prepare
yourselves in time for we predict a great rush
on Monday night.
going on

mors

I

which have been circulated that the offi-

have been

guilty of receiving bribes, etc.
conducted by Capt. G. P. Cochrane,
Inspector on the staff of Major Gardiner, Pro-

cers

It

was

vost Marsha) General of this State, and was ordered by Major G. A rigid investigation of the

|

which the Board have couductcd |
their affairs exonerates every member, and
shows that the reports circulated were without
maimer

in

any foundation.

j

I

Patriotic Sermon.—A correspondent led
into error in relation to the sermon deliv- |

us

Baptist Church (Kev. |
Sunday evening last. The j
discourse was not delivered by a Mr. Taylor,
but by Rev. X. Butleb, of Auburn. Mr.
Butler is a man of marked ability, and bis disered in Federal Street
Dr.

Shailer's)

Rosecraiis
where he

(

U. S. Steamship Pensacola, New Orleans,
Sept. 14.—Sir:—My dispatch No. 41, informed

for

few
manner in which affaire have been conducted in the Provost Marhal's office by the members of the Enrolling
Board. The investigation was caused by rusome

Lieut. Atnos

Arizona, Acting

The last scene is spoken of as the greatest triumph in scenic art, the mechanical effects being of a most extraordinary character. The

lias been

really the only one which did any
On the first day it defeated Longstreet with horrible slaughter, driving him hi
great confusion for over a mile beyond the
Chiekamanga ltiver. Longstreet, in a two
hours’ fight, lost, one thousand men in killed,
and double that number in wounded.
McCook’s and Crittenden's corps the same day
were both badly beaten, and the enemy broke
the centre, driving Crittenden’s men in every
direction.
The defeat of this part of the line
caused Gen. Thomas to abandon his field and
lull back to protect his flank and re-establish
his line.
At the same time the enemy, not
knowing what lie had accomplished, failed to
pursue the advantage, and Gens. Wood and
Negley went to the centre and re-estabished
that part of the line.
The day was ours,
though the enemy held the field. We had
taken three pieces of artillery more than we
had lost on the first day when Gen. Thomas
had defeated Longstreet. On the second
day
lie saved the army of Gen. Rosecraiu from annihilation. From teu to twelve o’clock on
Sunday he lought the enemy and repulsed
him in three charges, when, finding the assault in vain, the enemy pushed forwa'd on
the right and centre, and at the first charge
broke Crittenden’s and Me Cooks lin?s and
routed their entire commands, driving them in
a disgraceful
panic into Rossville and Chattanooga. Gen. Thomas with hi** corps still contested the day, and was enabled by the reinforcements of Gen. Granger, to hold a posit ion
until nightfall covered his retreat to Rossville.
Mr. Shanks left the field at 7 1*. M., Sunday
night, and Chattanooga Monday noon. Gen.

Sachem, Acting Volun-

Johnson; U. S. steamer
Master Howard Tibbetts,
and U. S. steamer Granite City, Acting Master C. W. Sampson, these beiug the only available vessels of sufficiently light draught for
that service, and as they have good pilots. I
have no doubt the force is sufficient lor that
object. The defences ashore and afloat are
believed to consist of two 32-pouuders en
barbette, a battery of Held pieces, and two
bay boats converted into rains. It was concerted with Gen. Franklin that the squadron
of lour guuiioaU under Acting Vol. Lieut.
Crocker should make the attack, assisted bv
ISO sharpshooters from the army, divided
I regret exceedingly that
among liis vessels.
tlie officers and crews who have been on blockade there cannot participate in tlie attack in
consequence of the excessive draught of their
vessels. The New London, drawing 9 1-2
feet, is tlie lightest draught of all of tlie blockaden, and lias made repeated attempts to go
in alone, but failed.
I have the honor to be, your ob’t serv’t,
H. II. Bkh„
Coin'dg W. L. B. Squadron pro tern.
Hon. Gideon Welles, Sec’y of tlie Navy.”
teer

on

you of the repulse of the expedition to Sabine
l’ass and the capture of the Clifton and Lite
Sachem by the rebels, aud the safe return of
the troops and transports to the river, without
loss. Lieutenants Crocker aud Jackson are
reported to have fought their vessels gallantly
and are unhurt. The rebel steamers took the
Clifton aud Sachem iu tow within twenty
minutes after their surrender. The extent of
their injury is not know n. The arrival of the
Owasco this morning has given mu the only
reports of the naval officers concerned that I
have yet received. The attack, which was to
have been a surprise, and made at early dawn
on the 7th, was not made until 3 o’clock 1’. M.
of the 8th, after the entire expedition had appeared oil' the Sabine for 28 hours, and a reconuoisance had been made on the morning
of the 8th by Gens. Franklin and Weitzel, and
Lieut. Cornd’g Crocker, when they decided
ou a form of attack ditlercnt from that recommended by myself.
I have the honor to be your ob’t serv’t,
H. H. BlU,
Conro g W. L. B. Squadron, pro lent.
To. Hon. Gideon Welles, Sec. Navy.

From Fortress Monroe—Items

Fobtkkss Monroe, Sept. 23.
Capt. Boas ton, ol the propeller John Kice,
reports having spoken the United Slates gun-

boats Maratauz.es and Montgomery, cruising
oft' the Fryingpan Shoals.
Gen. Granger has arrived here on the (lag
of truce boat from City Point, he having been
exchanged for Gen. Kemper.
The Kichmond Examiner of the 21st cuntains the following:
Atlarta, Ga., Se)>t. lit.—This morning heavy
Trains run within three miles of Kingold. All
the bridges between there and Chattanooga
have been destroyed.
Quet prevails in the
trans-Mississippi department up to Sept. 3d.
Gen. Magruder was at Houston very sick.
Charleston, Sept. 111.—There was no tiring
last night or this morning.
Charleston. Sept. 20.—Nothing unusual has
transpired. The Monitors and Ironsides are
within the bar. One of the Monitors was
towed out to-day. The enemy's works on
Morris Island are rapidly increasing in extent
and strength.
The Kichmond Dispatch of the 22d has the
following from East Tennessee:
Z,ollirojfrr, Sept. 20.—To Gen. S. Cooper:
The enemy made a demonstration on ns here
yesterday, and were repulsed. My cavalry
followed them to Blountsville, six miles from
here. Their force engaged to-day is believed
to have been less than 2<J(Hi, all mounted, with
six pieces of artillery. Fifty 11her regiments
are reported between Jonesboro’ and Wontonga Bridge, but they had not engaged my force
at the latter place this afternoon.
Sami kl Junks, Maj. Gen.
(Signed)
Zollicofl'er is a station on the East Tenn. <$.Va. 11. U., 11 miles from Bristol. Jonesboro’
is 32 miles from Bristol and 1(52 miles from

2»“A
buggy wagon was hired
at Augusta last Saturday for the purpose, as
expressed, of going to Monmouth. The owner of the team not having heard anything of
it on Tuesday, came to this city, and yesterday
tlie horse and wagon were recovered by officer
Beal, w ho lound them at the Brewer House.
As it was not supposed it was the intention of

Front

the man to steal the team, he was let off upon
paying all the expenses consequent upon its
recovery.

Levees

Lilliputians.—Tom
Thumband wife,Commodore Xutt and Miuuie
Warren will commence their levees at new
oe

the

City Hall Monday afternoon. There is an
auxious desire to see these Lilliputians, and
the turnout will be

general, embracing

meu,
women and children.
So much has been said
about the faciuations of these exhibitions that

everybody

is

to arrive.

The

tiptoe
anxiety

on

for the little creatures
will soon be graliffed.

Bell, Coin’d'g Ac., New

|
j

Hebei

stated it

on

the 29lh

was to

be held

have said in the

Baptist Church

at

Yarmouth.

of

Stores, if r.

Hath»nr/ton.

By

the President

Washington, Sept 24.
of the United States,

a

Proclamation :
Whereas. In my proclamation of the 27th
of April, 1801, the ports of the States of Virginia and North Carolina were, for reasons

therein set forth, placed under blockade, and
whereas the port of Alexandria, Va., lias since
been blockaded, but as the blockade of said
port may now be safely released witli advantage to the interests of commerce,
-Vote therefore, be it known that I, Abraham
Lincoln, President of the United States, in
pursuance of the authority in me vested by the
5th section of the act of Congress, approved
of July 13th, 1861, entitled an act further to
provide for the collection of duties, and for
other purposes, do hereby declare that the
blockade of the said port of Alexrndria shall
so far cease and determine from and after this
date; that commercial intercourse with the
said port, except as to persons,
tilings anil information contraband of war, may, from this
date be carried on, subject to the laws of
the United States, and to the limits
|and
in pmsuance of the regulations which are
the
by
Secretary of the Treasury iti
his order, which is appended to
my proclamation of the 12th of May, 1862.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set
my
hand and caused the seal of the United
States to be affixed. Done at the
City of
Washington, this 24th day of September, in
the year of our Lord 1863, and of the Independence of the United States the 83d.

currency.”
Tiie following, among other naval orders,
have lately been issued: C'apt. Chas. S.
Boggs,
detached from the Sacramento,sick and await-

provided

J*phed

ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
(Signed)
By the President, W.M. H. Seward,Secretary
of State.

—

Mackies’ Island last evening for Long Island.
are

to

join

the 16th Maine

sywe call the attention of
the

regiment.
our

readers to

advertisement of Feughtwanger <& Zunder,
wholesale and retail Dry Goods Dealers.

From Hermmin.

Xew York, Sept. 24.
the arrival of the bark Eliza Barrs, from
Bermuda 15th, we learn that the rebel steamer
Ella
Annie, which sailed on the 10th from
Hamilton lor Jamaica, returned on the 14th,
having lost both puddle boxes, wheel houses,
&c., in a gale. The day previous to her sailArriral of thr OQicrrn anti Crete of the
shift
lnK her captain and chief officers were enterSouthern Cross.
by some of the merchants of Hamilton.
| tained
New York, Sept. 24.
; As the Ella <fc Annie is the first of the rebel
Howes and family, the officers and part
fleet that entered the waters of
/'apt.
Hamilton, the
ol the crew of the
ship Southern Cross, burned entertainment was
in honor of the event.
by the Florida, arrived to-day in the brig Win. Appropriate toastsgiven
were drank and speeches
Dodge, from Pernambuco.
made.

By

1

Class lor

a

VOCAL

PORTLAND !

old,

Hill

the

of

A NEW AND COMPLETE

Stork Market.

Nkw York. Sept. 24.
Second Board.—Stocks firmer bat quiet
Michigan Southern.. 90J
Quicksilver Mining Co,..62
New York Centro).1364
Cumberland preferred,
3uj

DRY

GOODS

Hayden Association,

Monday
sept24

Eric..1071
Canton Company,. ;m
Erie preferred,...104j

ESTABLISHMENT

American

Gold..137
Hudson. .140
10fiJ
United States one year certificates. 99$

and

New

the Hall.

at

immedi-

City Hull,

Ever known

TAILOR,

Establishment

Whatever!

The

undersigned

just opened,

have

rooms

at

tho

store

Block,

NEAR THE POST OFFICE,

of

A

Complete

and

Thorough

Assortment

—or—

220 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

DRY

GOODS !

HATS

SUCH AS

NOW ready at

13©

W’S,

Brewn and Bleached Cotton
and

Street.

IVEid.d.le

or BVKRV

GENTS’ SILK DRESS HATS.
New

Shapes and Colors

SOFT
NEW'

HATS.

STYLES

For sale at fair

At

CLOTH

prices.

CAPS.

materials

raw

y*X*\,

Prints !

All the Accompaniment*.

Prints !

styles

The

MADDER COLORS—a nioe
Also FRENCH TRUSTS.

selection.

Tackle!

BED-TICKING.
DENIMS,
COTTON FLANNELS.
BROWN COTTON DRILLS
Good CRIB and BED BLANKETS.

BEST Assortment in the City.

Ci. It. HAILEY ■••42 Exchange Street.

ap27

iseodtt

A choice assortment of handsome

GENUINE CASSIN ERE, LONG END SQUARE
SNA WLS,
as

well

an

all other

constantly receiving unsolicited testimonials of

styles.

certify that I weut to
a

Mrs. Man-

see

BALMORAL
New aud

and

by

a

number

of

elegant

Fall

Styles.

physicians

Skirl* !

Hoop

of all

kiuds; and she has had twenty-one applications of
electricity applied, but all to no effect; but she continually grew worse. 1 came to the conclusion, as
the last resort, to go and sec Mrs. Manchester, and
did so; and to my great surprise she told me the first
cause of tin* disease, and how she had been fVont time
to time, which encouraged me to fry her medicines.
I did so. and now my danghter is able to be around

Hoop

Skirt* !

Linen Cambric Pwkct Handkerchiefs and HrmstirheJ 1
quanities aud aetonishiugly cheap.
RANTED ALL LINEN.

WAR-

the house all of the time.

She also rides teu or fifteen miles without any trouble or inconvenience.and
I think iu a short time she will be restored to perfect
liealth.

BAREGES.
SILK TISSUES.
And SILK TISSUE VEILS,

VEIL

daughter has been doctoring, I
of a great many cases that Sirs. Mane lit ster lias cured. 1 think if any )>er-ou deserves patronage it is the one who tries to preserve the health
of the sick and suffering; and 1 know* that she uses
Sinco my

have heard

every effort which lies iu her power to
Sarah L.
patients.

FINE DRESS GOODS!
Colored aud Black Silks, of the best Italian

Boston

Jorkpu Davir.

If

Maine

Depot, Portland,

special

We call

attention to

correctly,
cines,

|

colors,

as

rattan.

skw asd

1 had

me.

not

been

in bed

well

advise all
signs
dropsy.
sick to go and consult Mrs. Manchester,
have,
beou
even if they
given up by other physicians. I have sent her a number of cases of other
diseases, and she has cured them also. Go aud see
be,

that

and

no

of

1 would

are

lor yourselves. Iliad no faith, but now ray faith
canuot be shaked in her skill iu telling and curing
disease.

*

Charles S. Daemon,
Sarah E. Harmon,
Mary A. Harmon.

Hours—From 8
auglT in&outaled
e

a. m.

other flue

Flannels,

all

Also

Of the most superior fabrics and brightest lustre, all
new aud fresh.

to procure his romantic

Casco Bank.
busings*. will be held at their Banking
House on Monday, the 5th dav of October next, at
3 o'clock P. M.
Per Order.
E. P. GEKK13H, Cashier.
•eptld tin

p. m.

St. Louis Flour.
LOUIS FLOUK. for sale by
1*. F. \ AKNL'M. Commercial street,
bead Widgery’s wharf.
Jy 13 distf

Mechanics' Bank.
Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the Mechanics' Bank, for choice of Directors, and may
other busiuess which may come before them, will be
held at their Banking room on MONDAY, October
5 next, at 3 P. M.
Per order.
W. H STEPHENSON. Cashier.
Portland, Sept. 19.1863.
sep21 dtd

THE

Bower of Ferns !

cover

Canal Bank.
Annual Moetiug of tbe Stockholders of
THECanal
Bank, for the choice of Directors for the
and for the
transaction of such other
business as may legally come before them, will be
held at their Bank on MONDAY. October 6. IMS, ul
11 o'clock A. M.
Bv order ot the Directors.
W W. THOMAS. PresMeot.
Portland. 19, 1863.
sep21 dtd

ensuing year,

the Stage,

OF
of

$0,000.

latcruntioual Bank.

Among the popular features in the plav will be a
ZOUAVE MARCH AND DRILL, replete with
various military evolutions, by IK Yoon
Ladle* in
lull costumv. Grand Ballet by the same, entitled
7*aa dr Four.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of this
Bauk will be held at their rooms, on Monday,
Ortol»er 5th, at 10 o'clock A. M., for the choice ef
Directors, tiud for the transaction of any other business that may properly come before them.
By order of tbe Directors,
W. E. GOULD, Cashier.
eodtm
Portland, Sept. 21.1869.

TUE

Bv the Female Zouaves. with the song and chorus
of THE RATTLE CRY OF FREEDOM composed expressly for tt»e >even Sinters. The Burlesque
is full of spirited seut mcnt suited to the time*. Mr.
McDouough will app< ar iu his original character of

Mother 1’Iuto and

I’oriluud Mutual Fire luourunce

Company.
Meeting of tbe Portland Mutual Fire
Insurance 1 ompauy for election of officers wil
be held at their office, No. 1U2 Middle Street. OB
MONDAY. October5. at 71 o'clock P. M.
Per order.
EDW AKD SHAW, Secretary
d3w
Sept 15.

fllUE Annual

A

Cupid.

Iu

consequence of the great variety rf Fun and
length of tune, there will be no other performance

than that of the Seven Sisters.
There will be a grand Matinee on Saturday Afternoon, for the express accommodation of Families,
who will have an
of briuging their children. thus avoiding late hours at night.
The first (tertormance of this Great BURLxaqua
will take place

Female Orphan Asylum.
Annual Meeting of the Female Orpham
Asylum will be held at tbe Asylum House, coruer ot Myrtle and oxford streets, on TUESDAY,
October £, at 3 o’clock P. M.
Iaw3w sep22
MARY B. STOKER.8eo’y.

THE

Evening, Sept. 98lh.

N. B.
of seat*

Arrangements will be made for the securing
during the day, from 10 till 3 o’clock, at the
Box office, commencing Friday. Sept. 25th

DR. W. V

^fedical Electrician,

.)
dlw*

^IINN.
or

53

wishing Board.

TWO

land Street.

123 Cumber-

sepZSdtf

be

pleased

Portland aud vi-

MEW

18th,
paper parcel, between Commercial aud UO Exchange street, addressed
SEPT.
Miss
Middle street.

our

We

art* sure

your call to take a view ot
and well selected assortment of Dry

,Whittle

Middle Street New Dry Goods Store,
NO. 81. PORTLAND, ME.

sept2

youth;

50 <iirl* Wauled!
HANDS—to work on ('oats. Pants aud
Vests. Apply immediately to
J T. LEWIS.

LADIEI

OLD

1 aud 2 Free Street Block.

Wanted.
A small Kent, situated in the central part of
or a whole house suitable lor two
the
small families. Address

city,

M

augl3

A.

K., Portland P. O.

Wanted.
American girl to do housework
Enquire a
47 Wihuot street, near coruer of Lincoln stree
between
aud 7$ o’clock P. M
jytt tf

\N

|

Who have cold hands aud feet. weak •toiuaehs;
lame and weak backs; nervous aud sick headaohe ;
dizziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion aud oonstipatiou of the boa els; pain in the aid#
aud back; leccorrhcea. (or whites); falling of the
womb with internal caucers; tumors, polypus, and
all that long train os diseases will find in Electricpaiofhl menstruation
ity a sure mean* of cure. For all
of those long Una
too proftise menstruation, and
of troubles with vouug ladies. Electricity is a certain
specific, aud will, in a short time, restore the suferer
to the vigor of health.
Sfr'H " ktrt an Klrctn>-( hcmtcaJ Apparatus tor
extracting Mineral Poison fr.*m the system, such aa
Mi*rcurv. Antimony. Arsenic, fee. Hundreds who
are troubled with stiff joints, weak backs, and vmious other di tiicu I ties, the direct ca*i« admhich. in
nine cases out of ten. is the effect of pmsotmns
uis
can be restored to n lural strength and vigor
r
use of from live to eight Baths.
Office hours from 8 o’clock ▲. n. to 1 F. n.; 1J to
6; and 7 to 8 F n.
Consultation Free.
Jyl4 iaedtf

drugs,
by

Private School.
HANSON, late principal ofthe High School

Street,

give entire satisfaction.

By Electricity
The Rheumatic the goaty, the lame and the lazy
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elasticthe heated braiu is cooled; the ffoatity of
bitten limbs restored, the nucouth deformities removed; faiutness converted to vigor, weaknesa to
strength; the blind made to see. the deaf to b$ar and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes of
youth are obliterated; the accident* of mature life
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated, and
an active circulation maintained.

WASTED.

salesrooms,

to

complaints.

fflWO Wood Workmen accustomed to Tin Plate
1 aud Sheet Iron Work can tiud employment at
good wage s bv applving to
O. M. A D. W NA8II.
dA 3w
Portland, Sept. 17, 18«3.

Virility.

FEUCHTW ANGER A ZUNDER’S

ST.

small

will

aug27

Respectfully soliciting
Goods, at

physician.

I

Express

to call at the

Fashions for the Ladies of Portland aad

new

April.

Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyyears, and is also a regular graduated
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chroaic diseases,
iu the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia
iu the head, neck.or extremities; consumption.when
I ia the acute stage# or where the lungs are not folly
I involved ; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
I of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsv or paralysis, St. Vitas* Dance. dea'neae, stamor hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigestion. constipation and liver complaint, piles—we core
every case that can be presented ; asthma, bronchiI tis. strictures of the chest, aud all fbrmt of female

care of Miss Darling,
be MUtably rewarded bv leaving it at
the otlice of the British A American
Company.
septic dlw

Yktlaitf

Dry Goods Store, Mo. 81.

partners of the firm will remain constantly in the market in New Vork, to make all dc« I
sirable selections of the

entire

next
one

Mary SSmith,

One of the

our

aud curing persons iu such a short space of time that
the question is often asked do they stay cured. To
this
we will say that all that do not stay
cured we will doctor the secoud time for nothing.
Ibis, with the success we have met with, is a euro
guarantee that our services are appreciated. Therefore. lest patients should delay coinL g for fear wo
shall not stay long enough to give the test, we will
h re say that we shall stay in this city at least until

question

Street.
Washiugtou Street.

BOARD.

cinity
they will

1

to

twice every week.

KOMETHIMG

Clapp's Block.

OECOXORESS AXD ELM STREETS,

LI) respectfully announce to the citizens of
Portland aud vicinity, that he has been in this
| city four months. Duriugthat time we have treated
| a large number of patients with wonderftal success,

6 Franklin

or three single Oentleinan,
can find good accommodations at

a

variety. ALL NEW! ALL FKES11!
patterns aud stylos of Dross Hoods recoin d

to show to the ladies of

CORXER

WOE

DTBATED from the premises of the subscriber on
Tuesday, Sept. 15th. a small red Cow. having
white spots on her sides and in her forehead ; horns
turn inward, and have brass kcobs on them. Aiiv
person returning s iu < ow will be suitably reward-

ed.

I

mering

CAMBRICS, DIAPERS,

Middle St. Mew

THE AFFLICTED I

TO

cents;

Lost.

In endless

every time

EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.

Annual Meeting of the stockholders of this
THE
Hank, for the choice of officers and the
tion of other

-IX THE-

Lost.

Qnilts,

hope

before them.
of the Directors,

By order

transac-

CLERK, in the office of Clerk of S. J. Court for
Cumberland County, who has had experience
“making up Records/' Address, In had writing
D. W. FESSENDEN.
ofappl caut,
Portland. Me.
sept21 tf

Brilliants,
Jaconets,

We

dtd

hereby

come

sept 19td

THE SEVEN SISTERS

Irish Linens,

New

legally

may

Spectacle of

in

Napkins,
Towels,

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.

1868.

stockholders of the Manufacturers and Traare
notified that their Annual

ders Hank
THE

UGH,

A

Table Cloths.

81
till 5

DO AO

Wanted

Bangor, Maine, April 2d.
Offic

as

Black Alpaccus and Bombnxiaacs,

at

night before this for two years. Now 1 can lie down
with perfect ease. I have taken her mediciue for
eight months, aud am as well as auy man could wish
to

Portland, 8ept. 19,

No. 11

Lawns,

able to lie dowu

c

WANTS....LOST.

White, Yellow, Red and Bine, plain
and twilled Flannels.

much astonished to think that she told me
that I told her that I would take her medi-

having the least faith that they would do
me auy good, or that 1 should get the slightest relief
from any course whatever; finally 1 took the medicine and went home. In one week from the time I
commenced taking the medicine, 1 had over throe
gallons of water pass me iu seven hours; and my fellow sufferers may be assured that it was a great relief
to

J. e. ill

PRICE OF ADMISSION—Paquette 60
Family Circle 26 cents.
Door* open at 7 to commence at 7j o’clock,
sept IN dtf

me

>t

n

of such other business as may legally come before them, will be holdea
at the Bauk on MONDAY. October 6, 1869, at 9 P.
M.
Per order of Directors.

—

Opera Flannels,
in the finest

are

Directors,

The management begs leave to inform
Noticx
the public that 4>e has. after many mouth* of negotiation, and at great expense, concluded an engagement for a limited period with

Del. nines,

mine, aud told them what my mind was
iu regard to my disease. They finally persuaded me

so

Stockholders of

Meeting will beheld at tneir Banking Room on Monday. the 5th day ot October next, at three o’clock,
I*. M., for tbe choice ot Directors for the
ensuing
year and the transaction of such other busineas as

Merinos,

friend of

was

Annual Meeting.
tbe Merchants* Bank
THE
hereby notified that their meeting for the choice
of
and the transaction

Poplins,

1 had made up my mind to go borne and live
long as 1 could with the disease, and then die. On
my way home 1 stayed over night in Portland with

1

splendid heavy aud

Very low.

as

She examined

year, and the transaction of any other business that
may then eotnc before them, will be held at tbeir
Banking Room on MONDAY, tbe fifth day of October next, at 3 o’clock IV M.
Ter order of the Direct ora.
SAML. SMALL, Jr., Cashier.
Portland. Sept. 19, 1863.
did

MYERS .Lessee and Manager.

Monday

our

wiilo

time.

go and see Mrs. Manchester.
and told me my case exactly.

NOTICE

of
Stockholders of tbe Batik of Cumberland, tor the choice of Directors for the ensuing

Manufacturers and Traders Bank.

sepi23

REMARKABLE CUBE OF A CASE OF DROPSY CCBED BY MBS. MANCHESTER.
This is to certify that 1 have been cured of the
Dropsy of fifteen years standing by Mrs. Manchester. 1 have been to physicians iu Boston, New York
aud Philadelphia. They all told me that they could
do uothing lor me, unless they tap|»ed me, aud assured me that by tapping I could live but a short

to

Bunk of Cumberland.
i» hereby given that the Annual
Meetiag
the

DEEIIING HALL.

Me.

A

a

manu-

N. 8.,
Assignees.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

SHALL NEVER .SEE THEIR LIKE AGAIN.

At the opening of the 11 o’clock morning Levee,
the General and his Lady will wear the IDENTICAL
WEDDING COSTUME they wore at Grace Church
on their MARRIAGE DAY, Feb, lOih,1863
SIXTY DOLLARS were offered fora ticket to that
wedding Ihere THE SAME THING CAN BE SEEN
FOR A TRIFLE.
They will appear in a great variety of FASCINATING PERFORMANCES AND COSTUMES.
ty"The rich, rare and costly WEDDING PRESENTS. also the MAGNIFICENT JEWELS presented to Ge t. Tom Thumb by the Crowned Heads of
Europe, will be exhibited at each Le* ee.

facture.

nigh is.

gan to recover, aud iu two months 1 was entirely
well, and had gained several pouuds of flesh, and
can truly say that by your skill 1 am a perfectly healman.

fiafiffcx,

opportunity

;ge

Emma K

thy

colors.

benefit her

Knights,
Knights,
Abby E. Knights,

(Jko

styles and

in fine

Timber,

W. M. GRAY, 139 Hollis street,
ALEX FRASER, Muet Harbor,

SHUBINS Ml CAPTI U 01 UfkSBl P.fi!

Great

Sites,
Land, Ac.

sept221 Oct 10

reS'Mj io* a LAKE OK SILVER IN THE BOWER
FERNS. The whole embracing an expenditure

with

ojt-

Mill

Terms—a
deposit of ten per cent, on the property
being knocked down; balance to be paid on completion of the title. For further particular* apply to

LARGER THAN SO MANY BABIES !

Murori of Plate Glass

spinal disease, for which she had been doctored for
five years,

SKIRTS!

Mrs. Manches-

daughter of mine troubled

POUND8,

Together with all its gorgeous scenery and bewildering effects. The public will b»*ar in mind that
this i* the s tole scene which created such a sensa
tion m Loudon, under the direction of Mr. C'alcert,
alter at Laura Kkkxk’m. New 1 ork, where it ran
an entire season; also ar MoDoxouoH’a Olympic,
Philadelphia, rince whicn time it has been performed in every Western City, enjoying a popularity unparalleled iu Theatrical annals.

astonishing cures performed by her. Among
many recently received are the following, which are

to

BUT 100

THE BIRTH OF CIPID

the

This is

WEIGHING

Perfect in Form and Featured.
The World never saw anything hall so Wonderful!

SHAWLS !

MRS. MANCHESTER

ter last March with

FOUR

Bachelor

-AID-

MORE TESTIMONIALS!

Is

ALL

a

and all

APRON CHECKS.

Fishing

Married Couple,
and Belle?

J. C.
new

ever seen.

are ft

ADMISSION. 25 CENTS. Children under 10 years
of age, Fifteen Cents.
sept23 d6t

AND
All

WARREN,

Lady of her age

four litcle wonders will a’l ride at once in it to and
from the Hail of exhibition and the hotel.

considered).

Prints!

NUTTj

A MAGNIFICENT MINIATURE COACH, (costing 92000.) no larger than “a bushel basket,” drawn
bv FOUR of the anvaiieat Foniea in the world, and
attended by ELFIN COACHMAN and FOOTMAN
IN LIVERY, will promeuade the streets, and the

aug29 edis4w

RI1LE^
REVOLVERS,

DESCRIPTION.

Low Prices !

Very

(Trices of

Sheetings

Shirtings,

Beaut?!

of

Here

WE

dfim

WIFE,

WARREN.

Educated, Intelligent, Social, Affable and Polite.
Who can wonder that crowd* throng their Levees
every day? and are eager to feast their eyes, before
their departure to another land.

84 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Mill*,

o'clock,
(it not previously disposed of at
sale,)all the Land, Land covered with water.
private
Mill* and Mill privileges, formerly
belonging to
Messrs Met arlane ft Co., situate at the East Branch
(so called) ot Sheet Harbor in the county of Halifax.
The property consists of about 2000 acre* of Timber
Land, upon which are camps and dam* for stream
driving; al*o, a Mill with siugle saw and shingle
machine, *ituate about five miles trun the Harbor;
also, about iO acres of Land at the mouth of the
River, upon which there i* a wharf and store, a small
unfinished cottage, and a cook house.
Also, a small piece of Land at the month of the
river, upon which the large mill sUnds. This is subject to a ground rout of 410 per annum. Thi* mill
contains a single saw and gang, and edger and trimmer; also a lath machine; and is capable of
catting
from Id) to 26 thousand teet of lumber per day.
Also a large number of Logs on the stream and in
the Lakes, to be sold by the thousand feet, and **aIod
as they lie.

930.000 Nut I.”

MINNIE

The smallest

NO

FOB EASTERN MARKETS.

Saw

called, from having received tint n from Mr.
i*. T. Raritum for three years’ services.

So

of

No. 81 Middle Street. Fox

—

an

on

Fascinating Queen

ELFIN

CO.,

ASSIGNEES’ SALE

the premises at .Sheet Harbor, County of HaliTHUMB, ON fax.
Wednesday, the 14th of October next,
at t2
M

FITTI.E

“The Famous

FLOUR, GRAIN & PROVISIONS

N H A

TOM

COMMODORE

Commission Merchants.

m FALL

Doors open half

THE LATE MISS LAVINIA

The

upon my

sept22

4^,

BEAFTIFFI.

JVo Old <»ood«

ON

38th & 39th.

Tuesday, Sept.

at Auction.

Monday,

28th September, at 12 M., on the
premise*, No. 19 Cross, near Middle street, will
be sold the two-storied double
dwelling and land belonging to the heirs ol the late Joseph l'haxter.
House in good repair, conveuieut,
containing sixteen
rooms, and well arranged for one or two fhmilies.
Lot about til) by 100.
oeptb

Days Only !

AMD Ilia

eod3m

purchase

Two

PATTEN, Auctioneer—Office 27 Exchange st.

Dwelling mid liHnd

Face of the Globe !

and 8 to 9^ o’clock.
hour in advance.

Al-*o a large >tock of SCOTCH and ENGLISH
Cloths, for Business and Dress Suits, which are very
popular, and the CHEAPEST Goods in the market.
Clothes manufactured in the best stjle, and as
cheap as can be purchased elsewhere.
As 1 do my own rutting, and attend personally to

J. A. DAVI* A

&

GEN.

Extra Fine French Over-Coating*, Chinchilla*, Heavy Diagonal*, Plain
and Fancy Heaver*.

sepl7

Monday

H to

are

rely

E. M.

Beings,

TWO LEVEES MONDAY, from 3 to 4J, »nd 8 to 9}.
TUESDAY. J9th, THREE LEVEES, from 11 fo 124.

NEW AND FRESH!

Has received from BOSTON and NEW YORK a
complete assortment of the BEST and most FASHHEX ABLE Goods in the market for Genti.kmkn a
wear for Fall and Winter Garments, among which

the manufacture, my customers may
best exertions to give satisfaction.

Portland.

TT K

on the

Positively
article in the

FKOST,

MERCHANT

*° tfci estate of the late
lleurv Haley, Huiue in
good order, of wood. and
two stories: plenty of hard and soft water
Lot »
by 106ieit lernw inade known at sale,
atelv after the sale of the house wo shall sell at auction the furniture in said house
HENRY BAILEY ft CO.. Auctioneer*
sept 19 dtd*

evening free,

OF n tTIKE AGE.

Eveiy

II

7il i,r*t,!‘.tm?t,..bt“lo,‘Siu*

First

Four Smallest Human

i

AHiiiinistnitorX Kale.
••N at auction on
Saturday, Sept. 26th,
o clock A. M.. ou
thepnmiHes, houae No

WE
r f
at

Friday Evening*.

T

Jl'ST OPENED!

94 EXCHANGE STREET.
P. B.

I'illt,

7 o'clock.

td

Treasury 7 8-lOths.

GOOlIs

on

lessons, LADIES,.91.00
GENTLEMEN.....2.00

Tickets for sale

AND LOT

AT AUCTION.
Saturday, September 26, 1868. at 3 o’clock P.

ON

Mr. Gardiner will be happy to meet those who attended bis classed in former years.
Term*— 24

Sale.

M., ou the |>reioi«ea, will be aold the two atoried
llrick I'm oiling Home ami Lot, No. 32 lireea street
(above ('umberiand). Home containa eleven finished rooms and nnfiniahed attic, is well
arranged for
two lamdiea and
very convenient; trout mud back
stairs; plenty of excellent water. Lot about 36 X
lui feet
House will he open for inspection every
day prior to sale from 10 A. M. to 3 P. M. Terms
easy ; title dear. For particulars, enquire of C. M.
HAW KKSat 139 < ummercial street; A.
osLouK,
ou the premia**, or
HENRY BAILEY ft Co., Auctioneer*.
Portland, .Sept. 21, 1*>3.
lw

MUSIC,

EVENING, Oct.

MONDAY

lOJd;

SALES.

DWELLIRG~HOUSE

BRICK

instruction in

Free and Middle Streets,

At

Y FYY

Executor’*

-AT THE-

Junction of
Flour Is

AUCTION

MR. G. W. GARDINER
Will open

Brunswick, Maine, August bth.
A newspaper despatch, dated Lynchburg,
OF THE GREATEST CURES on RECORD.
ONE
Sept. 21st, says the enemy, 1.300 strong, enMar. Manchester—Dear Madam .’—Thinking a’
tered Cristal, near the State line, meeting with
but feeble resistance, and destioyed a new
statement of my case may bo of service to others
commissary building with 100 bbls ot Hour similarly afflicted, 1 hasten to give it to you.
and other stores. Three miles north of BrisThis is briefly my case*— 1 was taken sick about 18
tol they look up the rails, burned the bridge,
I mouths ago w ith the Liver Complaint in a vo y bad
and then returned.”
| form. 1 applied to four different physicians, but re! ceived no benefit until 1 called on you. At that time
1 had given up business, and was in a v«ry bad state,
Proclamation hy the President.
but after taking your medicine for a short time I be-

are

SINGING SCHOOL!

-AT-

ing.”

See advertisement.

They

Mol asses—stead y.
F'rcights to Liverpool—drooping;
Grain fid lor wheat in hulk.

Court

and drove them across the Kupidan at a point
where the Gordonsvilie pike reaches the river.
This action rellects the highest credit ou all
our troops engaged.
Our casualties were oue
killed and about twenty wounded. We took
45 prisaners.
Ou Tuesday a body of rebel cavalry crossed
into upper Maryland, about four miles from
ltockviile, ami had not proceeded far before
they were met by a portion ol Scott's 800 and
some infantry, when a tight ensued and 34
rebels were killed and wounded.
An editorial in the Kichmond Examiner of
the 22d says “the trains brought the In formrtion yesterday that a battle between Meade
and Late was imminent. Ou Sunday Ixith armies were drawn up in line of battle from
half to a quarter of a tniie apart, and at some
points we understand in full view of each other.
The position was maintained yesterday,
and under these circumstances, if our informants are uot mistaken, it is almost impossible to
see how the two armies can keep from light-

THE FALL OF 1863

Sugar—quiet.

tienrrals

Tuesday through
Three miles beyond be encountered
strong force of the enemy’s cavalry and after a spirited light he forced them to retreat,

Orleans.

ing orders; Lieut Coin. J. E. De Haven, detached from the Penobscot and ordered to the
command ol the Sebago; Lieut. Com. K. B.
tywe call attention to the advertisement
Lowry, detached from the Metjtcomct and orof G. W.
Gardiner, who is about opening a dered to the command of the Tacony; Lieut
Singing School iu this city. Mr. G. possesses Com. James E. Jewett, detached from the
all the requisite
qualifications, as we are in- Tobago and ordered to the command of the
Lieut. Com. O. F. Stanton, deformed, for a thorough, first class instructor. Metacomet;
from the Tioga on her arrival at New
!
Orleans, and ordered to the command of the
Income Tax.—We are
requested to say Finola; Lieut. Com. A. G. It.
Benharn, ortiiat the Collector of Internal Reveuue for this
dered to the command
of the Penobscot.
district is now ready to receive the U. S. lax
Dispatches received by the State Department sustain the
on incomes, silver plate,
statement that the two steam
carriages, and for li- rams at Birkenhead
have been detained
censes.
by the
Prompt payment is requested.
British Government. It has
evidently produc5t
sept25
ed a kindly feeling towards Great
k
Britain on
the part of our government.
A dispatch from Gen.
Removed.
Anderson has removed his
llosecrans, dated at
Hoop Skirt Depot to the spacious store under liis headquarters last night, says, 1 cannot be
dislodged from my present position.
Mechanics’ Hall. He has au extensive stock
Another dispatch from one of Gen. Roseon band of all kinds.
crans’ stall', written at 11.40 last
night, savs
no lighting to-day, the 23il.
Sy Two hundred conscripts, under charge
of Lieut. John A.
Batchelder, left the camp at

83 afloat nud 83 J a 84 in store.
Beef—a shade* easier.
Fork—a shade lower: Mr.« 1226(a 1260 for
and 13 76 for new; Prime 10 26 ® 10 50 for new.

House.

]

Cumberland,
inst., we inadvertently
in this city. We should

Hcttrrrn

pickets

|

to come off

Hattie

1 mminent—Destruction

a

Washington, Sept. 24.
Bear Admiral Dahlgren, under date of Sept.
15, off Morris Island, encloses to Secretary
Welles the report of Capl. Itowau, commanding, oflhc truly efficient part taken by the New
Ironsides in some of the receut actions. He
concurs with Capt. Itowau iu his estimate
the of services ol the ship aud her company,
in which Admiral Dahlgren considers Captain Bowan as most conspicuous. Captain
Bowan bears testimony to the flue
bearing,
zeal aud gallantry of the division officers and
others, including the captains of guns aud
their spirited men.
Advices received by the government to-day
from the army ol the Cumberland say that our
wounded in the late three days, battle before
Chattanooga have been conveyed to the hospitals at Stevenson and Bridgeport iu Alabama,
and thence to Nashville, as fast as they are
able to be removed. The number of wounded
recovered from the field is not officially stated,
nor whether any are now iu the hands of the

Chattanooga

I.re

ENTERTAINMENTS^

hicago Spring

<

commended to the notice of the afilicted.

the only points where the
dealings, enemy present the least appearance of tight.
Defeated at Chattanooga and driven back upon
won the
confidence of the trading public in that part
Nashville, the Vallandlgham men would carry
the election In Ohio with little difficulty. The
of tile city.
He has now a fresh stock of Gropeace men In the United Slates would once
ceries which will be sold as low as cau be
I more assert their manhood and speak out its
*
bought at any other place in the city.
I they did belore the late disasters had checked
their utterances. But it is not among the
To be Removed.—An order has been repeace men of the United States that a victory
ceived from the War
Department to remove at Chattanooga would mostjlell upon the cause;
at borne its effect will he the greatest.
It
Billups, one of the Tacony pirates, from the here
would reanimate our
The army needs
jail in this city to Fort Warren. U. S. Deputy but little reanimation. people.
But the people have not
Marshal Potter of
Sagadahoc, wiil proceed experienced the same hardships that the army
thither with Billups this
lias,and they are more easily made despondent,
morning.
j The army never despairs ol the republic beIn
cause
our
it is aide to bear its fortunes and its
jy
notice yesterday of the
Baptist i
misfortuues, but a victory is wanted by the
Sabbath School Convention for
I

ness, and by his courtesy and honest
and a strict attention to business has

drooping;

Washington, Sept. 24.
A letter from the headquarters of the Ariffy I Chester may be consulted at
No. 11 Clapp’* II lock, Room No. 6.
ol the Potomac to-day sajs that Gen. Buford,
with a portion of his division, drove the rebel
A
CASE OF SPIXAL DISEASE CURED.
on
Madison

Grocehies.
Mr. Joseph Holmes, at 64 ! enemv.
Dai.forth Street, has just replenished his 6tore
Richmond papers of the 22d have been re■with a new stock of goods. Mr. II. has long i ceived.
The Enquirer in a leader headed
“Victory in Georgia,” says, “Charleston and
been established in his present
place of busi- |
—

HoekriUe—A

at

H. Tibbetts,
Acting .Master commanding U. 8. Steamer
Arizona.
To H. U.

Army of the /‘otamai—Skirmish

Meade amt

]

will go with him.

dull and

Knoxville.
From the

DRY GOODS.

13; Mi'waukie Club 1 08 ® 1 22; Winter Red
Western 1 25 ® 1 :jl
Corn—active »-iid lc higher; mixed Western 821 ®

artillery tiring was opened at daylight at
Kingold, and continued until the trains left.—

j

horse and

from Southern

Sources.

oue

true meu

Bragg can do. His line of communication
was perfectly secure, aud he had plenty of ammunition at Chattanooga to stand a mouth’s
siege. The result is virtually a defeat to us,
as we have lost
greatly in material, not less
than fifty pieces of atillcry falling into the
hands of the enemy, though Bragg’s army receipts for twenty. The rebel loss in killed and

Wheat—very

1 06 aj 1

For the

U. S. Steamer Arizona, Sabine Bay, Sept.
10.—Sir:—At ti o’clock A. M.,on the 8tii iust.
the Clifton stood into the hay amt opened tire
ou the lort, to which uo reply was made.
Alii
made to secure its repetition iu this city, and
j o’clock A. M.the Sachem, Arizona and Graniftlieeffoit shall succeed, we shall endeavor | ile City, followed by the transports, stood over
the bar and with much difficulty, owing to the
to give it more particular attention.
shallowness of the water, reached the ancliorage two miles from the lort at 11 o’clock A.
We acknowledge the receipt of six dolM.. the gunboats covering the transports. At
lars from two gentlemen, whose benevolence Is
3310 1’. M., the Sachem, followed by tue Ariof that kind that does not permit the left hand
the eastern channel to
zona. advanced n;
draw the tire of the forts, while the Clifton
to know what the right hand doeth, in answer
advanced up the western channel, followed by
to an invitation to contribute to the aid of Mr.
the Granite City to cover the lauding of a diThompson, who lost both arms in battle. The vision of troops under Gen. Weitzel.
No remoney has been appropriated for the benefit
ply to the lire of the gunboats was made until we were abreast of the forts, when they
of Mr. Thompson so us to do him the greatest
opened with eight guns, three of which were
amount of good, ns will be any other sums
rifled. Almost at the same moment the Cliflicit may be seut us. Mr. T. receives from the
ton and Sachem were struck in their boilers,
government thirteen dollars a month, which is
enveloping the vessels iu steam. There not
not sufficient to support himself and two chilbeing room to pass the Sachem, this vessel
was backed down the channel aud a boat was
dren comfortably.
sent to the Sachem, which returned with engineer Munroe aud fireman Linn badly scaldCTWe received a call yesterday from Rev. ! ed, since dead. The Arizona had now groundMr. Freeman, (colored), the gentleman who
ed by the stern. The ebb-tide caught her
delivered an address before the Colonization : bows and swung her across the channel ami
she was with much difficulty extricated from
Society at Free Street Chnrch the evening this
positson, owing to the engine becoming
previous. Mr. Freeman is a native of Ver- heated by the collect ion of mud on the boilers.
The flags of the Clifton and Sachem were run
mont, and a graduate of Middlehury College,
and is a gentleman of fine acquirements and 1 down and white flags were flying at the fore.
; As all tlie transports were now moving out of
of extensive observation.
He proposes to
the bay, this vessel remained, covering their
leave for Liberia this lull, where he is to bemovements, until she grounded, remaining until
come connected with the college in that young
midnight, when she was hedged off.
Very respectfully, your ob’t serv’t,
and flourishing country. The best wishes of

all

falling back on Chattanooga,
perfectly safe from all that Gen.

was

wfas

York Market.
Nkw York, Sept. 24.
Cotton—quiet at 75c for middling uplands.
Flour—State and Western unchanged ; Superfine
State 4 75 ® 6 15; Extra go 6 35 @ 5 50; Choice do
5 50 « 5 70: Round Hoop Ohio 5 60 (a 5 80; Choice
do 6 85
7 26; Superfine Wet-tern 4 75® 5 15; Southern less active; mixed to good 5 60 ® 6 60;
Fancy
and Extra 6 65 (® 7 90; Canada du;l and unchanged;
common 6 45 « 5 70; extra 5 75 a 7 .15.
New

wounded wll exceed our own. in killed he
has lo*t double our number. Gen. Rosecrans
is in no danger, but at the time Mr. Shanks
left Chattanooga the danger to Gen. Burnside
was imminent.

of the most felicitous and pungent yet called out by the circumstances of the
times. We are informed that au effort will be
course was

24.
New

fighting.

U. S. Steam Sloop Pensacola, New Orleans. Sept. 4th.—Sir: I have the honor to iuforin the department that Maj. Gen. Banks,
having organized a force of 4000 men under
Maj. Gen. Franklin to effect a landing at Sabine Pass for military occupation, requested tlie co-operation of the navy, which I most
gladly acceded to. I assigned the navy force
to Acting Volunteer Lieut. Frederick (.'rocker, commanding U. S. steamer Clifton, accomsteamer

Two

as’ corps is

Ejcpnii-

partment to-day:

Keene s Themany mouths at I.aura
with
atre, and which has since been performed
wonderful success in all the Western cities

investigation
days as to the

Pass

tivtt,

so

An

Sabine

Washington. Sept. 24.
The following was received at the Navy De-

Dkkhing Haxi..—The public may prepare
themselves for a great novelty next week. Mr.
J. E. McDouqiigh will produce his great spectacle of the Seven Sifters, and The Birth of
Cupid in the Bower of Ferns, which held the

IHF"

the

Rosvcrans*

Battle.

Mr. Shanks, the
York Herald has arrived from the battle Held,
where he witnessed tiie two days* fighting.—
He says the official reports of the battle from
Washington are, in the main, totally false, and
that really the Army of the Cumberland has
met with a defeat which must
put it on the
defensive for some time to come. Gen. Thom-

--

*

of Gen.

Cixcinnatti, Sept.
correspondent of the

Press.

Daily

Version

Rays*

THE

---

Clark et al. was
terday the
continued, in consequence of the illness of tile
principal witness for the plaintiff. Court then
adjourned to 9 o’clock Tuesday morning, when
it is expected the equity case of Potter et al.
v. Shaw & Clark will be argued.
The jurors
were dismissed untiPnext
Thursday.

sway

BY TELEGRAPH.
TO

U. S. Circuit Court.—In this Court yescase ol

Another

J1I.for Bovs,

will open a School for pupils of both
•
his residence, 371 Congress street, on Monday, September 7. Pupils may spend the usual
school hours at bis room, or couie to recite, as their
Tuition. $10. per quarter of ten
parents choose
weeks. A few boarding scholars can be accommodated. For terms, apply to J. H. HANSON, Portland.
aug31 eodtf
sexes at

More for Sale.
foar-story brick Store in Free Street—So. i
in tbe Free Street Week—next eut of Toltoreia.
Enquire of H. T MACH1N, t.nlt Block, or
V BAKNES, 84* Middle Street.
•p9 Utf

THE

>

yaam*" «nwinjrLliriil

POETRY.
[From the Independent Democrat.
'‘When the War is over.”

aitAvND

After the war is over,
When the deadly strife is done—
The sister greets the brother,
And the mother claims her son ;
The child shall tiud its father,
{Share again his tender care—

Only"

Alter the war is over,
There Is sorrow in the sound,
The blood of friend and brother
Will be crying from the ground;”
There'll be lovely /lowers blooming
Tho’ the joy of life is fled ;
And stars be’brightly shining

light

VIA

hope is fled.
vigils keeping
of

l. p. w\

MISCELLANY.

a. m.

th

wave,”

Bangor, July 29,

EM
opeuKing
said an old tar; “I
seen a

him.

mining

Cheap
A» SMALL

DR

FOREIGN DRESS

83^“Tell

a
man in a single word that he
late breakfast.—At-ten-u-ate.

ty"The whiskey that is drank generaly
a spewrious article.

turns out to be

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,
-LOCATEDIK-

Clapp’m B'oek.Congress St.

TTA8 just been added to Butant, Stuatton fc
AT Co.'s Chain of Commercial College*, establish,
ed In New York, Brooklyn. Philadelphia. Albany,
Troy, Buffalo, (Teaveland, Detroit. Chicago, St. Louis, Providenoe, and Toronto, C. W.
The object of those Colleges is to impart to Young
Hen and Ladies thorough and practical instruction
in BOOK-KEEPINO, COMMERCIAL LA II’,COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC,SPENCERIANBVSI
XESS. PENMANSHIP. CORRESPONDENCE
PHONOHRAPHY, Higher Mathematiet, Cirit Enthem for any
of business they nisy
choose.
issued in Portland will entitle
the student to oomplete his course in any College oi
tha chain, and vice rerea, without additional charge.
The College is open Day and Evening.
B. M. WORTHINGTON, Re tide,, t Principal.
For further iolormation please call at the College,
eraaad for catalogue and circular, inclosing letter

department
Scholarships

Remedy

All (hr

-SUCH AH-

Silk and Wool

Plaids, Satin Stripes, Garabaldi
Checks, Poil de Cheveres, Travelling Mixtures, rich
French Poplins,Italian Lustres, Spring and Summer
Delaines, plain all-wool Delaines, in all the beautiful
shades and colors, Taflettas, Goat’s Hair Goods aud
Hair Lustres in all the new shades, plain
j Camel's
Alpaccas iu all colors, French aud English Ginghams, A meric di and English Prints, Thibet#, Lyon*
eses, and all other Dress Goods, too numerous to

n

subscriber would inform his friends and the
public, that he may be found at

THE

Company,

Seotoli

York,

|
1

j

lh« adaurbd, and are divided annually, upon tin
Premiums terminated during the year, and forwhicl
Certificatesareissued, bearing interest, until re
deemed.

TRUSTEES.

John D. Jones, A.P. I'illot,
Jos. GailUrd, Jr.,
Charles Dennis, Leror M.Wiley, J. Henr Burry
W. H. H. Moore, Dan’lS. Miller, CorneliosGrtnnell
S. T. Kicoll,
Thos. Tiles ton,
c. A. Haud,
Joeh’a J. Henry, Watts Sherman,
HonryCott,
W C. Plckersfiin, Geo.G.Hobson, E. E Morpan,
David Lane.
It. J Howland,
Lewi* Curtis,
Cbas. H Russell, James Bryce, Benj. Babcock,
Lowell Uolbrook, Wm.8turris.Jr..FletoherW,-stray
H K Barer t, R. B. Mitturn.Jr.
F. A. Harjtous,
A. A. Low,
G. W. Burnham,
Meyer Gans,
Wm.
E. Dodre, Fred. Chauncey,
Royal Pbrlps,
Caleb Barstow, Dennis Perkins, Janies Low.
JOHN D. JUNES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. II. H. MOORE, 2d Vice Pres’t

IWApplicotionerorwardedand OPEN POLIC1E
procured by
JOHN W. HUNGER,
No. 166 Foro St., head of Long Wharf
Portland, Maine
tab*

me

and Invalids

devoted to the

!

too

hart',

Tuesday, Thursday
mornings,
Or

on

at 6

Periodical

Lyon’s

numerons

assure

buyers

all

the OXL Y STORE IX

CO.,

fouud

a COMI’LETK

of

Goods that this is

PORTLAXD where

can

be

ASSORTMENT of

Pills,

Powders Ac Quack Pic pa ration*.

Periodical

Lyon’s

AT

LOW PRICKS.

My entire stock of SUMMER GOODS must be and
shall be closed out tt) make room for Fall Goods.
Now is the time to get goods CHEAP, as in loss than
one month goods

ap22dtf

Will iidvance at least 25 per Cent.

Dry Goods embrace this opportugoods they want for summer and

Let all who want

nity,

and

buy

what

fall.
a rare

Goods should call

chance, all in want ol Dry

AS A TONIC
It* a* no equal, causing an appetite and building
up
the system, being entirely a pure wine of a most valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,
It
and
aud

Urinary Organs,
Rheumatic

early

in order to

secure

the

very beneficialiu
Affections.

tyC’ountry Merchants are particularly solicited

SPEER’S WINE
Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is
pure
from the juice of the Portugal Sambuci grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists and
physicians as possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines in

call where you can get Hawse’s Patent
and Folding Clothes Dryer, undoubtedly
best in the world
An assortment of the
beat Clothes Wringers now in use.
Beds,
which for neatness, simplicity and durability have no
equal. Churns, window washers, knife *courers and
other articles too numeroua to mention.
Where is it?
At 229 CONGRESS ST., near City Building.

Elevating

So. 135 Middle Street.

ALBERT WEBB A COM

Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it
contains no mixture of spirits or
otherliquors, and i*
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
a healthy tone to the
properties,
digestive
organs, snd a blooming, soft and healthy skin and

imparting

WE

REFER TO

few well known gentlemen and physicians who
have tried the Wine:
Geu. Winfield Scott,USA. I Dr. Wilson.11th st., N Y,
Gov. Morgan, NY State. Dr Ward. Newark. N.J.
Dr.J.R.Cuilton.N.Y.Citv. Dr. Dougherty, Newark
Dr. Parker, N. Y.
N.J.
|
Dr*. Darcy it Nicholl,New- Dr. Marcy, New York.
ark,N.J.
| Dr. Cummings,Portland

City.

|

|

KfTMAKR OXR TRIAL OF THIS WTXE.
For sale by Druggists and all first class dealers.
City and town Agents supplied by the State ComA. SPEER,Proprietor
Vinkyarr—Passaic, New Jersey.
Ofhick—208Broadway. New York.
JOHN LA FOY, Paris,
Agent for France aud Germany.
Soldin Portland

ing Agent.

NEW YORK STORE,

DEALER* IH-

Corn, Flour and Grain,
HEAD OK

Fortran d-Xvdlaine.

|

ivliS

Collection District "f State of Maine,

Internal Revenue

Infirmary.

HUGHES particularly iuvites all Ladies who
a medical
adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
6 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for

Dlt.need

their

accommodation

Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of
relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all case* of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, aud may be taken
with perfect safety at all time*
Sent to anv part of the countrv with full directions

producing

Stamps.

Office having been made a depository
Revenue Stamps, the public will be supplied

o
a'

following rates:
Less than NO at par.
#60 to *100, 3 percent, discouut.
•ion to #1000. 4 per cent, discount.
#1000 aud upwards, 6 per cent, discount.

Jy 17 dtf

HAY',Druggist.Supply
dec22dly

Dr. especial
H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicinesareunrivalled in efficacy aud superior virtue in regulating all

22 Exchange Street,
Eobtlasd, July 17th, 1808.

11H1S
the

U

TO THE LADIES.

Office of Collector of Internal Revenue,
First

by II.

Eclectic Uledical

d8in

__

DOLLARS will be given for the detection
and conviction of any person
orpersonsstealin
from
the door* of our subscriber*.
papers
de62fi
PUBLISHERS OF THE PRES6.

excellent article for

missioners.

THOMAS LUCAS’

Iy20dtf

NEATLY EXECCTKT

an

each bottle.

2^” REMEMBER. THE PLACE IS

Spring

Book Card & Famv Printing

and

Abtn one genuine without the signature of“AL*
FRED SPEER, Passaic, N. J.,” is overthe cork of

the

19
10

use,

all weak and debilita edpersons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the apj>etite,aud beuefittingladies
aud children.
A LADIES' WINE,

Dr. Hayes, Boston.

like
Pulley

Dino at tli©

Dropsy,Gout

|

to call examine.

MERRILL'S WHARF,
Catamereial Street,Portland. Me.
Je28tf

Glands, Kidneys,

a

BEST BARGAINS!

Those Wishing lo Save
FillME. money, health, trouble, fretting and the

Europe forits
a

complexion.

EP“As this is

Drops!

-ARE-

Sure to do Good and cannot do Harm.

fast steamer

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!
The; Great Female Remedy!

A.

Portland

an

ARK BETTER THAW ALL

PILLS,PO WDERS tf Q UA CK PREP A RA TIOSS.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!
ARE SURE TO DO GOOD AN D CANNOT
DO HARM-

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

o’clock,

ARE BETTER THAN
AND

and Friday

ALL PILLS, POWDERS

QUACK MEDICINES.

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
Are Sure to do Good and cannot
do Harm.

on

SOMERBY, Agent.

I Boston Line.

THE STEAMERS

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal
Will, until farther
follow*:

notice,

run

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY

as

Leave Atlantic Wharf, Cortland,
Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday and
Friday, at 7o clock C. M and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7 o’clock C. M.
Varciu Cabin.$150
overy Monday,

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

Lyon’s

Periodical

Drops,

-ark-

Portland and ,\«'\v Vork Strainers.
LINE.

Price, |1 per Bottle.

The splendid and fast Steamships
“CHESAPEAKE,” Capt. Wxllbtt,

by all Druggist*. At wholesale by W. F'
flay ft Co., Portland.
aug22 eodly
Kor sal.

Phillips,

follows:
Leave Brown* Wharf, Cortland, every WEDNESDAY', and SATURDAY, at 4 C. M.. and leave Pier
9 North River, New Y'ork, every WEDNESDAY’
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. C M.
These vessels are fitted up with tine accommodations
for passengers, rnakiug this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New Y’ork
and Maine. Passage $6,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Bangor, Bath, Augusta, East port and St.
ohn.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers asearly as 3 C. M., on the day that thep
leave Cortland.
* For freight or passage apply to
KMERi It FOX, Brown *§ Wharf, Portland.
B CROMWELL k CO.,-No. 86 West Street,
H
New Y’ork.
Dec. 6.18.52.
dtf
as

II. II.

DR. HUGHES*

Eclectic Medical

Suebec,

NATH’L J. MILLER. Collectoi.

f)R HUGHES.
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street,corner of Middle, Portland.

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
ownsex.
A lady of experience in constant attendI
»nce.
juildawtft
N.

••

12

3}

47

41

4*

••

11

ant

..

Colon

1175

••

Klaatio

••

Webbing.

"

••

274

bavin* been decreed forfait to the Cnited
States in the District Court for said District, and ordered to be sold, and the proceeds disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland this eighteenth day of Heptemher, A D 1903.
CHARLES CLARK,
s*pl8dl£t
U. S. Marshal, District of Maine.
same

Office

of the U. S. Maumhai,)
/hutriet of Maine.
Portland. September 17, 1863. )
aT.-r- ^po**1* will be received at this Office
until I

SPlTl.n
at

HUKSDAY, the first dav of October
next,
no<jn, fur furnishing the United states
Courts with Lehigh Furnace Coal for one year from
the first day of October A. I). 1863. The Coal to be
of the best 'juality, free from slate and dust, and to
be put Into the basement of the Custom House in
Portland, in such quantities and at such times as the
Marshal of the District of Maine may direct.
Proposal* to be endorsed "Proposals tor Fuel for
L. S. Courts," and addressed to the United States
Marshal for the District of Maine.

Proposal*

j

lor Horw«.

Cavalry Bureau,
Office or the Chief
quartebmastee,
Washihotoh, D. C.. August 16, 186*.
KOPOSALS are solicited and wili be received at
this office for the
furnishing of CAVALRY
HORSES, to be delivered at Pittsburg. Pa., Philadelphia.
City. Syracuse. N. Y.,oj Indianapolis, lud.
Proposals will be Considered for the furnishing of
Horses in lots of not less than twenty-five 126). The
Horses to be from fifteen (16) to sixteeu
(16) hands
high, from five (6) to nine (9) years old, well broken
to the saddle, compactly built, in
good flesh, aud free
from all defects.
1 he ability of the bidder to fblfll his
agreement
must be guaranteed
by two responisble persons,
whose signatures must he Appended to the
guarantee.
The
the guarantors must be shown
by the official certificate of the Clerk of the neareet
District Court, or of the United States District Attor-

P_

Washington

responsibilityof

ney.

Proposals must he addressed to Lieutenant-Colonel
C. O. Sawtelle, Chief Quartermaster, Cavalry Bureau, aud be endorsed on the envelope
Proposals
for Horses."
C. G SAWTELLE.
Lieutenant-Colonel and Chief Quartermaaer,
aug22 dtf
Cavarly Bureau.
Seizure of Goods.
Collector * Orricb,
)
District of Portland snd Falmouth. J
Portland, July 9,1863.
)
OTICE is hereby given thst the following doll scribed Goods have been seized at this
port for a
violation of the Revenue Laws, viz:
One box containing three watches on board steamship Jura; three piece* woolen cloth on board steamship Hibernian ; one thousand cigars at T. L. Libby’s
house; three bbls. sugar on board brig J. Polled©;
one bbl. sugar on board sch C. D. Horton; four bbls.
molasses on Smith’s wharf; three bbls. molasses at
__

P

....

Randall & Son's store;

one

bbl. sugar

on

board

brig Loch Lomond. Any person, or persons, desiring the same, are requested to appear and make such
claims within ninety days from the dav of the date
hereof. Otherwise the said goods will be disposed of
In accordance with the act of Congress, approved
April 2. 1844.
JEDEDIAU JEWETT. Collector.
JylOdtf

NOTICE.
Head

Quarter* Piiovost Marshal, )
First District Maine,
[
Portland. August 10.1868.
1
is hereby given, that the Board of En-

rollment will be
NOTICE

iu

readiness to examine the

quotas from the several Sub-Districts in the following order and as nearly as possible on the following
Sub-Districts.
28. Berwick and Sandford.
29. York,
30. Hollis and Standish,
Wells,
31,
"
32. Brunswick and Harpswell.
33. Powna) and

and 2b
and 26
and 23
and 30
Get. 1 and 2
2 and 8
24
25
28
29

Freeport,

The quota from Portland will report during the
four first days of this week. Pay no regard to the
numbers that have been given out.
Per order Board of Enrollment,
CH AH. H. DOUGHTY, Provost Marshal,
augll dtoctl

First District Maine,
I
Portland, August 20th. 1863. J
of Tep Dollars (# 10) ami the reasonable expenses Incurred, will be paid to any person for the apprehension and delivery of a Deserter
at these Head Quarters.
By order Provost Marshal General.
CHARLES H. DOUGHTY,
aug21 d3m
Capt. and Provost Marshal.

ple

Houfte,

CHARLES CLARK,
Marshal District of Maine.

U. S.

Head Quarter* Provost Marshal.

a

sanity

AREWARD

Sealed Proposals
be received bv the Committee
WILL
and Sewers” until SATURDAY.
for

on “Drains
Sept. 21th.
constructing a common Sewer through
York street, from Park to State street, thence up
State to Danfbrth street. Plans and specifications
may be seen at the Civil Engiueer’s Office. The
Committee reserving the right to reject any or all

1863,

bids not deemed

sep21

satisfactory.
WILLIAM

H.

STEWART,

<16t

Chairman.

TWELFTH

ANNUAL

REPORT

-OW THE-

MASSACHUSETTS

Mutual Life Insurance Co.
August 1*

1003,

Portland.

ff^"8end stamp for Circular.

American and

lull—dA wtfS

Foreign Patents.

HOUSE.”

It. 11.

THE undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has leased the above House,
on Federal Street, Portland,
•qd invites
J_the travelling community to call and see if
he knows “how to keep a hotel.” Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided tnble, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducements he holds out to those whose business or pleasure call them to the “Forest City.”
JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
Portland, Aug. 19,1862.
dti

SOLICITOR
Late

Agent of V.

&

EDDY,
OF

PATENTS,

Patent Office, Washington

(under tie Act of 1837.)
70State Street,opposite Kilby Street,
H O 8TON

an extensive practice of upwards of twen
tv yeais.contimie* to secure Patents in the United States; also in Great Britain. France, and other
foreign countries. Caveats, (Specifications, Bonds,
Assignmeuts.aud all Paper* or Drawing* for Patents,
executed on liberal terms, and with despatch. ReA Patont
for (lie Cure
•MrebMl BWde late American or Foreign works, to
ofilio PILES!
determine the validity or utility of Pateut* or lurenM**0 -and legal or othei a«l\m r«-mle(» 'l in all matWM.
Me.
ter*
the same. Copies of t he claims of any
Patent furnished bv remitting One Dollar. Assign*
suffering sixteen years, ami trying everymenti
at Washington.
recorded
thing that could be found in the market recomThe Agency is not only the largest in New Engmended for that complaint, without finding any rebut
land,
through it inventors have advantage • for
lief, the inventor of this
thought he w ould
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
ami finally succeeded in finding a
try an
inventions,
by, if not immeasurably suremedy that has effected a permanent cure. Alter
perior to, any which can lie offered them elsewhere.
waiting four years for the purpose 01 ascertaining
The
Tefltinioiiials
below
given prove that none is
whether the cure was perfect, aud not having had
MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
the slightest touch of it during that time, lie then
than
the
and
as
SUCCESS IS THE BEST
subscriber;
advertised it iu the Bath Times for one year. Siuce
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, ho
its introduction it has proved itself to 1m* the best remwould
add
that
he
has
abundant
reason to believe,
edy ever brought before the public forthiscomidaint.
and can
that at no other office of the kind
It is made of different things that grow in the
prove, for
are
the
so moderate
services
fields ami pastures.that are good for any one to take.
of the •nbscriber during twenIt has be« n takeu by children but three years old, i The immense
a vast
has
to
accumulate
year*
enabled
him
I
ty
past,
and from that up to poople of seventy years, aud has
collection of specification* and official decisions rela*
effected a cure in almost every case. Some
ive
to
pateuts.
are troubled with other complaints in conniption
These, besides hi “xtensive library of legal and
with this, and he does not claim that this medicine
mechanical works.ami full accounts
grantwill cure every disease that people are subject to, but
ed in the United States and Europe, render him able,
those troubled with the Piles need not
Many
bevond
to
offer
facilities
for
obquestion,
superior
who have been troubled w ith the Piles out a few
taining patent*.
have been cured by the u«o of a single bottle;
years,
All
ol
a
to
to
Washington,
necessity
journey
probut for those who have had the disease in their blood
cure a patent,and the usual great delay there, are
twenty or thirty years, it will require more.
here saved inventor*.
This medicine hag been taken by hundreds in the
city of Bath and its vicinity, and has proved to be
the BEST HEME/) 1' ever discovered for the above
testimonials.
complaint. It is got up expressly for the Piles, but
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
for Inflammation of the Bowels it is second to none.
successful practitioner* with whom 1 have had offiThe inventor, wishing to send it to other cities ami
CHARLES MASON,
cialintercourse.”
towns to let the
satisfy themselves of its heal- j
Commissioner of Patents.
ing and cleansing virtues, has been at the expenso of
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventor* that
securing a patent.
they cannot employ a person more competent and
Aoents fob Portland—Jl. S. Whittier, 11. H.
| trustworthy, and more capable of putting their apIlav, and E. L. Stanwood.
jv31 d3m
plication^ in a form to secure for them an early and
favorable consideration at the Patent Office.”
EDMUND BURKE,
I*ate Commissioner of Patent*
“Mr. R. H. Eddy ha* made for me THIRTEEN apChain* and Trat-k Irons
plication*, on all but one of w hich patent* have been
I granted, and that 1* note pending. Such unmistakundersigned has been appointed Agent for
able proof of great talent and ability on hi* part
the sale or Marine Railway and other Chains
lead* mo to recommend all inveutors to apply to him
in the United States aud British North America,manto procure their
ufactured by Henry Wood k Co., of Liverpool,
patent*, as they may be sure of hariugthe most faithftil attention bestowed on their
Great Britain, aud is now prepared to receive orders
cases, and at very reasonable charge*
for Marine Railway Chains, made to order aud to
JOHN TAGGART.
put tern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, aud warDnringeight months, the subscriber, in course of
ranted to tit. These chains are made of an iron pehi*
ttrice
on
rejected applicamade
practice,
large
culiarly suited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
tion*. SIXTEEN APPEALS. EVERY ONE of which
shows its average breaking strain to be 36 tons per
ot
was decided in his favor, by the
inch of sectional area. Parties wishing good and reK. U. EDDY
V
Prtentaliable chaius will do well to examine those iu actual

AFTER

A NEW DISCOVERY!
Compound

CARR, Bath,

touching

AFTER

compound

unsurpassed

charge*
professional
practice

j

people

j

of'patent*

despair.

people

"marine"

Kailwny

THE

(all paid up).... 8100,000 00
Rkskrvk, August 1,1862. 375,094 68
RECEIPTS.
Premiums received during the
year..#208.98198
Received for War Permits,.
7,543 3l)
Received for Interest, (including iutcreet on Guarantee
Capital.). 22.388 00
Interest accrued on loan notes,
7,618 65 #946.582 02

Guarantee Capital,

jauReodly

service.
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with tho
countersunk holes and the Bolts to match; also.
of all kinds, Screw Bolts, Lag Screws,and all
kinds of forging done to order, and of quality and
quantity to suit.
Mr. C. feels confident he can
the above articles on as favorable terras as can be obtained else
where. Address UOKACE 1. CRANDALL,

State of Maine.
kxErmTlt Department. »
Augusta, Sept 9, l>h;3. I

Spikes

session of the Krtcutire

supply

Sub-marine Engineer,
New Bedford, Mas*

Council

the Council Chamber, in Aufus*
be held
ANwilladjourned
Monday, the twenty-eighth day of September
ta.

Balance of distribution to Policy Holden*..
Paid for Salaries. Kents, Mtdcal fr-iaminations. Ac...
Paid Commissions to Agent*,.
Paid Dividend to Guarantee

I

on

‘“^Attest.
sepll

dtd

JOSETU IV HAI.L.

Secretary of

State.

2,06107
15.546 46
15.2o6 78

Stockholders...

7,000 00

Paid for re-insurance.
Paid for Surrendered and Canceled Policies.

Capital

393 82

22.079 07 *116.728 19

Bvkrivt.*604.88* 41
August 1, 1868. Invested as follows:
Mortgages on Real Estate.lunincumbered). *213,860 00
Loan Note*, (with interest accrued.). 177.777 24
and

Assets

Three Unmired and Twenty-Three Shares
Bank Slock.
Loans on Collaterals aud personal securi-

27,529 25
31.100 00

ties..

United States

Treasury

Securities,.

Michigan State Boud.
Real Estate, (at cost.).
Deferred Premiums and Agents' accounts.
Cash ou baud.

74.544 30
1,000 00
9.632 24
6< .992 46
17,972 92

•604,898 41

Whole number of Policies in force. .3,102.
Amount at risk.*6,748.4$).

C. RICE. President,
F. B.

BACON. Secretary.

Portland Oflke, 166 Fore *1.

JOHN W. HUNGER & SON, Agent*.
sept22

tf

llouie

Insurance

Company,

OF NEW HAVEN, CT.
CASH CAPITAL

$200,000.

tut profits, (or
receive 75 per ce»C
a cash discount made In lieu of participation.)
Insure* Building*. Merchandise, Uousehold Furniture. KeutA, Leases, aud other Insurable Property,
Lessor Damage bv Fire.
against
*
D K SATIKRLEE, President.
Chabi.iw Wilson, Secretary.
E. Taicott, Surveyor.
Sau

DEALERS

J. W. MUNGER A SON,

Agents,

.VO. 160 rORB STREET.
Pobti-AKD, Ml.

j>» M W* F 6m

T EE £3

MAINE INSURANCE CO.,
Of Auguxla, Maine,
BnUdlnca. Merchandise, and 1-erK.nal

1X8URE generally. no^exc^.^WWon ^any
J^r'r
J H WILLIAMS.Secretary
CDWAKD SHAW.
Agent for Portland and Vicinity,

at

j

*721,(126 60

DISBURSEMENTS.
Paid for Claims by Death, ou
26 Policies. *64.400 00

_

Janl0’62dlawly*

o!lZhli

Portland,
Tuesday, the sixth
"
J °ctnde’’
o’clock A. M
cases of Cottok i.dsset or F.lastic w.„
"
BI»o. Content-as follows:
Case No. 27.—20 Pieces. 4 inch, 590 yds
•'
44
1125
4} ••
••
15
5
375 ••
•«
Cbm So. 28.—30
4
750 «
•<
56
4J •• 1375 ••
15
5
3721
<•
Case No. 2D.—33
4
H25 ••
53 •'
4J ••'■ 1300 *•
15
6
375
*•
•>
Case No. 50.—9
:|
2zr,
Four

Infirmary.

PRIVATE
for number of years coutiDed

F. DAVIS,

experiment,

plS»»

n«,i

Established for the treatment qf those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and
delicacy.
CON.8ULTATION8.-Dr. Hughes has

his attention to
diseases of a certain class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has be met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
aud there it uo interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 6 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
Hit remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail; cares without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effi*ct* of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a !ew hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, hut
INTERNATIONAL
is sure to annihilate the rank aud (xrfsonoustaint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
Junction of Exchange, Congress and
Lime Streets, opposite were City Hall, Portremedy is used. The ingredients are entirely veget
hie, aud no injurious effect, either constitutional]
land.
This new and centrally located
Hotel is First Class in all its a-, poiutments,
locally, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
_and one of the most home-like hou-esin New
weakness, ge nerally caused by bad habits in youth,
England. Charges moderate.
the
effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
O. C. ROLLINS, Proprietor.
I
Jv20 d3m
bead, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption orinif neglected, are speedily and permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly conlidentialand will e
34 BOWDOIN STREET,
returned!fdesired. Address
Corner Alston ^
BOSTON. I
DR J. B. HUGHES.
BY
No. 5 Temple Street,(corner of Middle).

By

«bra

on

days:

Sure to do Good and cannot dcHarm.

and “POTOMAC,” Captain Sherwood, will,until farther notice, run

“ELM

‘Betimr Rod

on

Are better than all Pill*. Powder*,
And Quack Preparation*.

on Deck. 1.26
Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $600 additional value.
Feb. 18, 1S63.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.

SEMI-WEEKLY

**

Bcii.dixo

•»

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

the arrival of the Boston steamers, for

jyl3dtf

At the

aepl7 dtoctl

itiver.

mornings, and making all tho landings as above.
For freight or passage please apply at the Office

men>MM"’
StttoSSVto?(:D(TOK Ilonaa

PROPOSALS FOB COAL.

ROCKLAND, BELFAST and BANGOR, making all
the landings except Searsport.
Returning—Will leave Bangor every

usethe

WINE,'*’

impart* a healthy action of the

Fashionable Dress Goods,

w

SAMBUCI

Hospitals,'and

Me.

woras,
Aim,a
Arkroath.

Every family,at thisseason,should

medicinal and beneficis
qualities as gentle Stimulant,Tonic. Diuretic, and
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent physician*
used in European and American
by
some of the first families in Europe aud America.

to mention.

Dry

Drops!

ARK BKTTERTHAW ALL

and Saturday

Monday, Wednesday

[

J» iSsSS;

The

Proprietor of the Minot House, Cohasset.
TERMS,.$1,50 PER DAY.
jy20 d3m

celebrated in

THOMAS LUCAS

mHK subscriber most
respectfully beg* leave to inX form the citizens of Portland and
vicinity that
he has been appointed an undertaker, with all tho
legal right* ami privilege* to bury or remove the
dead that the superintendent has. and is now
ready
to attend to that duty in the most careful manner
I have a new FUSE HAL (AH. such as is used almost entirely in Boston. New York, and other
large
cities, which I propose to use at the funerals I attend
as undertaker, at the saute price that other undertakers charge lor the city hearse, and nothing extra
from the old price. The poor always liberally considered by
JAS. M. CURRIER,
Sexton of Rev. Dr. Shailer’s Church.
nr-REBii>KKCE No. 7 Chapel Strekt. jv23d6m

Five

very

®* s- flnNmr«i
UxiTH) States or America I
IHstnct of Maine, „

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

Late

GOODS,

—

Would

17 A
IVf ERCH ANTS' Exchange Eetlng Hr.uxe,
(lev fmni
~I.K;xchttliyeht Free LunehL every
8.
TWOHBLY
_ap8d6rn

a,,d

renopscot

W.

Skirts,

i

Chiiviiw.

X

new

Bowdoin Street

Also, a full assortment
SHEETINGS, SHIRTINGS, STRIPE SHIRTINGS, DENIMS, PLAIDS, CRASH, TABLE
LINEN, TABLE COVERS, NAPKINS,
WHITE LINEN, LINEN BOSOMS,
LINEN CAMBRICS,

Spring

Drops!

HOUSE,

they will bring*

Balmoral Skirts, Watch

Periodical

HOTELS^

I

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS

MERCHANTS’
10 to

Weakly Persons

Department \

To be Sold for what

Lyon’s

TOOBTHKR WITH ALL OTHER

lltneodftw6t34

DINE AT THE
ExchangeEating House,17 a 1
Exchange St. AFreeLuuch every riav troi
1*
I.STWOMBLY.
ap8«m

For Females,

usic.

_

NEW FUNERAL CAR.

revert 1

Total proflts for 20) years,
*14,493 734
The Certificate* previous 16 1861, have
ha*B redeemed by cash,
10,278,561

PUYeiciAjt*’

ron

PATTERNS

NEW

attention to be

SAiflBIJCI W IA E

lOOO STEW CAPES

.Joseph B. Hall,
Soc’v of State
Hon.Nathan Dane,
StateTreasurer

\ BOLTS Superior Bleached I
30,3 do AI* ^>n* hx Gov- |
eminent contract,” i
.300 do Extra All Long flax j
300 do Navy Fine
J
Delivered in Portland or Boston.
Bath, April20,1863.

87,130.794 6t

Profits of the Company, ascertained
from the lsl of July. 1842,' to the 1st of
for which Certificates
wore taaued. amount to
*12,753,731
Additional from 1st January, 1862, to 1st
January, 1868,
1,740,OK

THE

W oo\en

or

Hon

Bath,

January, 1882.

Falls. Baldwin. Sebago, Bridgton. Hiram. Lirnington, Cornish, Denmark. Brownfield, Lovell, Fryet urg and Conway, Bartlett, Albany, Jackson and
Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton.Bonny-Eagle
South Limington, Limington and Limerick.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipee. Newtitild. Parsonsfield, Effingham,freedom,
Madison. Eaton Cornish, Porter. Ac.
DAN CARPENTER, Sup t.
ap5 dtf

Or Choice Oporto Grape,

HOUSEKEEPING

JAMES T. PATTEN &

Insurance agairiKt Marine and In-

The

ALL

Special

-FOR SALE BY-

Dividend Jan. 37tli, 1863. 40 per cf.

On and after Monday, April 0th, 1803,
" ill leave as follows, until further

2.00 and 0.20 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out, and tlis 9.00 A.M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stages connect at Saccaranpa daily forSouth Windham, Windham Centre aud Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish, Steep

—

IN

11.25

_

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,

Grey, Blue, White, Striped, and Shirtin
FLAXXBIjS,

Pictou,

The fast and favorite steamer DANIEL WEBSTER. 800 tons. Captain
harles Doering, leaves GrmuU Trunk
Cortland, every

York & Cumberland Railroad.

SPEER’S

"Woolen Goods.

V\

ap4tf

aud all kinds of

REFERENCES:

Hon Lot M. Morrill,
U. S. Senate,
Hon.JamesG. Blame,
sep20dftwl4tf

Company

j

(OfficeNo.9 State House.)

January 27th, 1863.

of the

large assortment of Cloths for Men and Boy#’
i wear, consisting of Gertnan Broadcloths, West of
England Broadcloths, American Broadcloths, Doe1
skins, Satinetts, Tweeds, Cassimeres, Waterproofs,

Pensions,

SETH E. REEDY
Augusta, Me.

ATL AST IC

OFTbe whole Profits

Pattern*!

A

Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldiers who have died, while in theserviceol the Unitcd States.
Prize Money, Pensons Bounty and Back Pay collected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fees, for each Pension obtained,Five
lars.
All Claims against the Government will eceive
attention.
prompt
Post Office address

6m

VIZ:—
United States and State of New York
Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks, *2.623.960 58
Leans secured by Stocks.andotherwise, 1,446.220 47
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
233,760 (X
Dividends on Stocks, Interest on Bonds
and Mortgages and other Loans,sundry
Notes, re-insurance and other claims
due the Company, estimated at
122,886 W
Premium Notea and Bills Receivable,
2.434.062 6*
Cash in Bank,
237,402 2f

Augusta, April 6, 1803.

Leave Saco River for Portland at 6.15 and 9.00
A.M.. and 3.30 P. M
Leave Portland for Saco River at 7.45 A. M., and

BBOADCLOTHS !

Pensions

Merchants Exchange Eating House

Assets,

New

Charlottetown, 0.50

the wharf.

by

Dine at the

Seven Million Dollars.

daily, !

disabled
sick ness contractA>d while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

dec 16 dt f

Navigation RinkH.

leave

follows:

Soldiersdyiiig

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded

hi* shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any orderi
I
for steam, gas and water pipes.
Steam and Gas Fittings of all descriptions.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or
f
Orders reoeived for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery, Boilers, Water lacks, he.
Will devote his personal attention to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
terms.
IRA WINN Agent

over

or

the U. S.service.

Invalid

STREET,

until

land

Perlect Ileaaties—All

The

ror tne

Stages leave Bath daily for Rockland at 9.00 A.M.
and 3.00 P. M.
Leave Augusta for Rockland at 9.00 A.M. Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M.
B II. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.

orders:

undersigned is prepared to obtain from the
United States Government, SlOO Bounty Monev,
THE
Back
for heirs of
Officers

Passenger Trains will

(Sundays excepted) as

Cgsgaaan

OVER 3000 NEW SHAWLS,

0.00

HARVEST MOON, Captain W. R.
Roix, leaves Grand Trunk Wharf,

1803.

recapitulate here.

Shawls! Shawls! Shawls!

8.501

OFFICIAL.

•'

-ARE-

SUEE TO DO GOOD AND CANNOT DO 1IAKM.

Kennebec Riverand Portland.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing: April 15,

ST A OK CONTfKCTIONS.

Bounty Money, Back Pay,

Pay. Itc.,

New Stylo* of

DRESS GOODS,

And IVumods.

&c.

IN li A K E AND EM ENT.

Bath. Portland and Boston,at 5.30and
Augusta
11.15 A M., connecting at Brunswick with trains on
the Androscoggin Railroad for Lewiston, Farmington, Ac.
Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin R. R.
trains for all statious on that road; and at Augusta
with the Somerset ft Kennebec Railroad for Waterville. Kendall’s Mills aud S ;
began; aud at Kendall’s Mills for Bangor, k
Portland for Bath aud Augusta at 8.15 P. M.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec ft Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
ft Kennebec Roads.

SOLD VERY LOW FOR CASH.

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

MACHINERY,

RAILROAD.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS

St. Andrews, £4.50
( alais,
4.75
6.00
Digbv,
7.00
Monckton,
Shediac,
7.U0
8.25
Bedeque,

The above Steamers connect at St. John with European and North American Railroad for all stations
to sbediac, and from thenco with
Steamer Westmoreland lor Bedeque and Charlottetown, P. E 1.
and 1‘ictou, N.8., and with the Steamer
Emperor for
W mdsor and Halifax, Nova Scotia, and with
steamers lor b rederiefon.
Also at KaStport with stage for
Maehias, and with Steamer Queen for ( alais and St
Andrews, and at the latter place with N. B & (.
Railroad for lion 1 ton and Woodstock stations.
1 hrough tickets will be sold on board
by the clerk,
or at the agent’s office.
Returning, will leave St. John for Eastport, Portland and Boston, every
Monday and Thursday morning. at 8 o’clock.
Nocamphene, turpentine, oil of vitriol, or other
j explosive bur ling fluid, or materials w hich iguite by
friction, taken by tbis line.
Positively freight not received after 4 i*. m. Mondays and Thursdays. For further information upC. C. EATON, Agent,
l»*.v to
Railroad Wharf, Portland, Me.
•epl

lor

promptly

SlOO

61 WallSt.,(cor.of William)New

as

7.50 I

rLE0Xr&

nert, at 11

! Portland every Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday,
Friday and >aturday mornings, at 6 o’clock, (or on
the arrival at tlie Boston steamers) for Bath, Richmond, Gardiner, and conuect with the steamer for
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
llalowell and Augusta.
Returning, will leave (iardiner, connecting with
Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thurssteamer
from Auirustaaud llalowell, every Monday,
days and Saturdays, tor Livermore, Canton, Peru k
and Dixtieid; returning opposite
Tuesday,
Wednesday Thursday and Friday, at 12
days.
o’clock
M.,
landing at Richmond and Bath for ortStage leaves Farmington for New' Vineyard, New
land and connect with Boston steamers the same
Portland and Kingticld, on Wednesdays and Saturevening.
days, returning on .Mondays and Fridays.
Fares from Portland to Bath,
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon
.60
and Phillips.
Richmond and (iardiner, .75
**
Hallowell and Augusta, #1.00
Passengers lor this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A PortFor Freight or passage, place to apply to
land Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON, Sup’t
A. SUMERBY, Agent,
k armmgtou April 1, 1863.
ap6 dtf
At the Office on the Wharf.
Portland, July 13,1863.
tf
KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

ever brought into this State.
I
the ENGLISH CROWS BLACK SILK, and
both plain aud figured of all other celebrated European make, all of wrhich will be

advertisingphvsician

stamp. Address
BRYANT,STRATTON A WORTHINGTON,
fttbS
POUTLAND. MAINE.
dfcwly

Mutual Insurance

GOODS,

5.001

Fredericton,
Hoiilton&

On and alter Monday, April 6, 1863,
ST3G!1 rain, will leave Portland for Lewiston
via Brunswick, at 1.00 and 8.15 P. M.
Leave Portland for Farmington,via Brunswick, at
I. 00 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Bath and Portland,9.10 a.m.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland 6.00 and
II. 40 A. M.

have

praise

sod to lit

ap8

floods—

Largest and Best

Specialty

XT A19 Exchange Street.
A Free Lunch every day front 10 to 1*

th<

plain and brocaded Black Silks; blue and
Silks; also all the desirable colors to be
found. Let every Lady in want of a GOOD SILK
bear in mind that this is the

secured.j

BPgy^lt
-**§1

Ky—Johnson says he loves two charming
girls Jenny Roslty and Annie Mation.

UNION

are

brown

known for the purpose, as it wifi
bring on them/>nf A/f/sirFncsxiii cases
of obstructions. IVoin any cause, and
after all. other remedies of the kind
have been tried in vain.
OVER 2000 BOITLES have now
been
sold without a single failure,
L.
QA when taken as directed, and without
the
lea«t
Sfc
injury to health tn any case.
is put up in bottles of three
different strengths, with full directions for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
PRICES—Full strength. *10; halt strength, #5;
uarter strength, *3 per bottle.
£5?*“ It EM EM HE II— This medicine is designed exprexsly f(tr obstinate cases, which all other remedies
of the kind have failed to cure; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect or the price
will be rfunded.
|WTHE WAHE OF IMITA TIONS! None genuine and warranted, unless purchased directlv of Dr.
M. at his Heme dial Institute for Special Diseases,
No. 2S Union street,Providence. R. I.
embraces all diseases of a pruC’yrhis
rate nature, both of MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
giving them his whole attention.
ty Consultations by letter or otherwise are strictly confidential tsuui medicines will be sent by express,
secure from observation, to all parts of the l/uited
Mates. Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure and quiet retreat, with good
care, until restored to healtn.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New England aloue, without any
benejit to those who pay it. All this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and skill, and whose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
of themselves. If, therefore,
assertions, in
you would avoid beino humbugged, take no man's
word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
MAKE INQUIRY:—it will cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets; for, as advertising ph>sicians, in nine cases ou. of ten, are brgus, there is
no safetv in trusting any of them, unless you kuow
who arid what tbev are.
gy* Dr. M. will send free, by enclosing oue
stamp as above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOMEN and on Private Diseases generally, giving ftill
information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no
or medicine of this kind is deserviug of ANT CONFIDENCE W HA TE VER.
attended to. Write
*yOrders by mail
youraddrttis/>/a*n/g,aud direct to DR. MA1TISON,
as above
dec6 dawly3o

walk of life for the de-cunfer.

37

KKTURN8

THE STOCK CONSISTS OF RICH

celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anyelse
of the kind, and proving
thing
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and single Indies, and is the very best thine

]Man may be said to be going to destruction tfpaee when he abandons any sobet

Fittings,

QUICK

This

of his watch.

Steam and lias

AN1)

octlO d&w’

MATT1 SUN’S INDIAN KMMENAGOGUE.

once

gineering, Surveying, Nacigatum, fc

j
PROFITS

Maehias,
and stage,
Windsor,
Halifax,

CflfigBBBD

—

Such

8 PR

for the Millions !

only motto appreciated by Buyer, of Dry
the days of large profits having gone by.

FOU FEMALES.

jy“Soldiers must be fearfully dishonest,"
says Mrs. Partington, “as it seems to be a
nightly occurrence for a sentry to be relieved

a

SUMMER GOODS

dealer in

The Great Indian

■unhealthy.”

took

AN I)<tOSC(MIL IN

assortment of Silks

know it does, because 1
fall on a man and kili
In such cases as that ’ere, 'tis very

bagful

line of this road at 8 a. is.
Tickets sold at the depot of the Grand Trunk Railroad in Portland for all stations on this road.
EDWIN NQYKS, Sunt.
June 1,1863.
tf

on

ARE BETTER THAW ALL

Pills, Powders and Quack Preparations.

FARES.

St.John,by steamer,S5.00 I To
Eastport,
4.001

To

Woodstock,0.001

Lowell.
Freight train leaves Portland daily for all stations

-AND ALL KINDS OP-

Office 286 C’ongresK Street, Port laud Me.
jel0 4rnd& w

one

3.00

naiiruau in
! 7.45 a. m.
For Bangor and all intermediate stations at 1.10 p.
j M. on annul of trains from Boston.
Returning trains leave Lewiston and Auburn for
Portland at 6.80 a m.
Leave Bangor tor Portland at 7.80 a. m.
Both
trains connect with
through trains to Bostou and

Being's, Berage Double Robes,
Parasols, muslins

Linseed Oil, Spirits Turpentine, Albert
and Benzole Spirits.

weaned!”

and

On and aft* r Monday next, passenger
trains will leave uep tof Grand t runk
Portland, lor Lewiston and Auburn

j

Silk and Lace mantillas.

FULLER,

lisupyngui

a. m.

MAINE CENTRAL HAIEKOA1).

WHAT THEY WILL BRING!

Varnish and Japan Manufacturer,

among the
at a larui house and called for milk.
Aftei
they had drank a large quantity the woman o
the house brought them an enormous bow
full, with the touching remark: “One wouli
think, gentlemen, that you had never beei:

o;

-POR-

(Successor to JOS. L. KELLEY A CO.,)

traveling
White Mountains recently, stopper

Sale

T\\c Next Thirty lV.ws,

wa

And

aimuL nui'T a

sept3

and 3.00

Itemedy.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS

On and after Thursday, AprMOth,
the Steamer Niw England, ('apt.
E. Field, and Steamer Nkw Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Winchester, will leave Railroad
Wharf, loot ol State St., every Monday and Thursday, at 5 o’clock P. M., for Eastport and St. John.

Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 a. m. and
5.30 P. m.
? i
These trains will take and leave passengers at w
ay
stations.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
JOHN KUSSELL, Jn.. Sup’t.
Portland, Mar. 10, 1803.
je8 edtf

goods,

Eastern Agent, Bangor.
to

A. m.

_

The Great Female

Week!

a

MEDICAL.

: LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS

ST. JOHN.

CALAIS*

Two Trips

P. M.

WHICH WILL BK BOLD OHF K«>U

WITI, FLOWERS

who were

|

SUMM EH A RKANG EM ENT.

O. J BRYDGE8, Managing Director, Montreal.
S. SHACK ELL, General Eastern Agent, Boston.

IF.

men

dry

Saloons.
dT*Tickets from Bangor and other points, at reiiueed rales to Tourist Ticket Holders.
THROUGH TICKETS, and other information,
apply to all the Grand Trunk Agents in Maine and
New Brunswick—or to connecting Steamboat Offices,
And *.M> Exchange street, Portland,

personified.

Closing-out

SPRING AND SUMMER

the Oreat Wept!
IT American money taken at par at all the iirincipal Hotels at Niagara f alls. Toronto, Montreal aud
Quebec: also on the Grand Trunk Railway for Sleeping Car Bertha, and lor meals, &c., at Refreshment

“B-u-l-l-e-t, bullet a little—bull,” shoutcc
urchin number three, who was iuuocenci

]

p. m.

1863.

lollows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at8 45
as

P. M.

particular attention to

CLASS,

Michigan,

return.

jySome young

and

Excursion affords facilities never before offerTourist, to visit Canada. Niagara Falls, Toronto, Port Sarnia, tin* (.rand Lakes of Huron and

W-A school ina’in in a district school wa
examining a class in orthography:
“Spell and define floweret,” she iaid.
“F-l-o-w-c-r-e-t floweret, a little flower,'
went off tow-head in a perfect shriek.

calls your

His Great

This
ed the

L

little

and 1.25

____

I

*0,<l *ood lo return until Oct,
10,1803.
Two Through Trains leave Portland
daily at 7.45

bachelor went to the sea shore in August t
snek reftige from the loneliness of his celibrac; r
and oue dark evening, enjoying the breez
on the piazza of his hotel, happened to take
seat that had just been vacated by the bus
band of a loving wile, with whom the happ;
In a few moment
man had been chatting.
the lady returned, and mistaking the strange
for her husband, lovingly encircled his necl
and gave him an affectionate kiss, witli tb 5
remark, “come darling, is it not about tiim »
.to retire f” He did not faint, but the shod
was very severe.

a

Respectfully

.28*00

Queer things get into the ncwspapei
—Thus it is related that a diffident Hanlon |

j

Portland

EASTPORT,

Alt It AX 11 E .1/ E X T S,

Commencing April 6th, 1863.
Passenger Trains will leave the Sta*
tion, Caual street, daily, (Sundays ex-

Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.30

Through Lakk Huron to Mackinaw and Lake
Michigan Pouts; touching at Milwaukkk,
thence to Chicago, and return same route—
a passage of about 40 hours.
State Rooms
and Meals included on Steamers.
From Portland, Yarmouth and Danville Junction to
Chicago, via Michigan Central or Mieldgan
Southern—all rail.$30,00
To Milwaukie via Detroit & Milwaukie R. R

*

"Wavelet.”
“W-e-a-v-e-l-e-t wavelet,

Railway,

V M M E It

ceuted)

No. US middle Street

AM* RETI RN,
Mil. IVA rKF.F., WHI TE MOUNTAINS,
MONTREAL, TORONTO, anil PORT
SARNIA,

STEAMERS OF FIRST

By

!

I_

International Steamship Co.

SACO & PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.

S

Chicago /

Via the Grand Trunk

There will be
When the conflict shall be o’er,
And stricken ones be weeping
For the friend that comet no more;
O, must our strength be tested.
And our hope in future years.
waves now crimson-crested
And a flood of human tears?

to

STEAMBOATS.

PORTLAND,

THOMAS LUCAS,

$20

RAILROADS.

|

THE LATEST NEWS

EXCURSION !

The wife shall have the answer
To her wildly pleading prayer.

Tho’ the

DRYGOODS.

^MISCELLANEOUS.

No. 102 Middl* Street
Jy29 eodSm

Up

Stair*.

